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ABSTRACT

The Late Wisconsinan glaciofluvial deposits in
Woolwich and Pilkington townships are examined for the purpose of environmental reconstruction and the establishment
of the paleocurrent patterns. Sediment grain size and primary sedimentary structure are used to define sedimentary
facies for environmental studies while the distribution of
indicator pebbles, trends in clast size reduction and primary sedimentary structures are employed for paleocurrent
analysis. The exposures most representative of the depositional sequences encountered are examined and provide an
impression of the sedimentological characteristics of the
various glaciofluvial deposits.
Three distinctive types of glaciofluvial deposits
can be identified on the basis of surface morphology and
sedimentological characteristics. The ice-contact esker
deposits form sharp-crested sinuous ridges and exhibit a
central core of coarse massive gravel flanked occasionally
by finer facies types. The proglacial outwash deposits are
topographically flat to gently rolling and although crude
horizontally stratified gravels appear extensively a diversity of facies types is also significant. The ice-contact stratified drift is distinguishable from esker deposits by the irregular huinmocky terrain and the frequency
with which coarse gravels occur in a tabular cross-bedded
form.
Paleocurrent analysis reveals tv/o ancient paleoflow systems. One system, associated with the esker and
outwash deposits in the east, exhibits an east-west flow
trend while the other system reveals a north-south component of flow coincident with the Elmira moraine and the adjacent outwash deposits. The two systems converge centrally and adopt a southwesterly flow direction. This information corresponds with independent evidence for a Lake HuronGeorgian Bay ice lobe and a Lake Ontario ice lobe and their
subsequent withdrawal from the interlobate area tov/ard their
respective sources north and east.

viii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1*1

The Objectives of the Study

1.1.1.

THE SEDIMENTOLOGY OF THE GLACIOFLUVIAL DEPOSITS
OF WOOLWICH AND PILKINGTON TOWNSHIPS
The recent sedimentological literature indicates

that a large amount of valuable stratigraphic and sedimentological information can be extracted from ancient
glaciofluvial deposits.

But it has only been within the

last 10 to 15 years that significant progress has been
made toward relating the ideas and concepts of flow dynamics and sedimentary process to the modern sedimentary
environment, not to mention the ancient glaciofluvial
regime.

The Society of Economic Paleontologists and

Mineralogists, Special Publication number 12, edited by
Middleton (1965), provides an important collection of the
research up to this date, dealing with the hydrodynamic
interpretation of the primary sedimentary structures.
This collection of papers might be regarded as the stepping
stone towards a more definitive approach! sedimentologically, to the study of fluvial as well as glaciofluvial
deposits.

In fact, the sedimentological terminology used

in this paper is defined in the text and glossary of
1

2
Middleton (1965K

More recent publications reveal an

increased interest in glaciofluvial sedimentology and
include work by Costello and Walker (1972), Eynon and
Walker (1974), Cowan (1975),and Jopling and McDonald
(1975)•
The sedimentology of the glaciofluvial deposits
of Woolwich and Pilkington townships is of interest because little time had been spent previously in examining
the internal sedimentary characteristics of these deposits
in detail or in reconstructing the environment(s) of
deposition.

The first objective of this study therefore,

is to examine some of the physical properties of the
glaciofluvial deposits and to reconstruct the sedimentary environment.

For example, an overall impression of

the environment of deposition is obtained by observing
the types of sedimentary facies present, their distribution and interrelationships within the glaciofluvial
sedimentary sequence.

The various types of sedimentary

facies were distinguished using two physical properties
of the glaciofluvial sediments:

one property was sediment

grain size and the other was the type of primary sedimentary
structure.

These properties can be used as well for

estimating some of the hydraulic parameters of the sedimentary environment.

Sediment grain size, when used in

conjunction with the Hjulstrom (1939) diagram, provides a
minimum

estimate of flow velocity while the thickness

3
of each cross-bedded set of sediment supplies a minimum
estimate of flow depth.

The primary sedimentary structures

provide an indication of the flow regime conditions and a
number of forms record the flow direction at the site of
deposition.

Therefore, even though these parameters are

only rough estimates of the environmental conditions, they
make comparisons between different sedimentological studies
possible and provide valuable information for the Pleistocene
stratigrapher.
1.1.2#

GLACIOFLUVIAL DEPOSITS AND ICE LOBE SOURCE
The final withdrawal of the Late Wisconsinan ice

sheet from its maximum southerly extent in Ohio, 23,000
years B.P. , northward across Ontario towards its center
in Labrador, was not a simple process.

Rather, the

oscillating nature of the ice front produced a very complex
sequence of deposits.
As the ice front withdrew across southern Ontario
it tended to break up into localized ice lobes associated
with the major bedrock depressions.

Southwestern Ontario

was literally surrounded by a number of these lobes.

Dreimanis and Goldthwaite (1973) and Terasmae
et. al. (1972) date the beginning of the Late Wisconsinan
Stage at 23,000 years B.P. while Hewitt and Karrow (1963)
suggest a date of 27,000 years B.P.

4
A Lake Huron ice lobe, a Georgian Bay lobe, a Lake Simcoe
lobe as well as a Lake Ontario-Lake Erie lobe, have all
been recognized.

This lobation of the ice front further

complicates the stratigraphic sequence because each lobe
could act more or less independently of the others. Thus
as Prest (1957) and Dreimanis and Goldthwaite (1973) suggest,
a lobal advance in one area was not necessarily accompanied
by a simultaneous advance in another region.
The oscillating nature of these ice lobes over
the Ontario interlake peninsula, is clearly evidenced
today by the complex system of moraines which have surficial expression on the landscape of southern Ontario.
The distribution of these moraines, initially examined
by Taylor (1913) and again more recently by Chapman and
Putnam (1966, fig.11, p. 20-21), reveals that the final
withdrawal of glacier ice from this area was not simply
the result of a continuous process of ablation but involved
a complicated series of minor advances and withdrawals
superimposed upon the general trend of retreat.
Investigations of the Pleistocene geology of
southwestern Ontario by Karrow (1963, 1968, 1971),
Dreimanis (1958, 1961), Dreimanis et. al. (1966), Westgate and Dreimanis (1967) and Cowan (1972, 1975) reveal
the complicated sedimentary sequences of the interbedded
tills and stratified drift that are encountered in association with the Late Wisconsinan ice retreat. Therefore

5
one can appreciate the problems encountered by the
Pleistocene stratigrapher when he attempts to identify
and then correlate various glacial deposits from one
location to another; especially in an area, such as
southwestern Ontario, where several different ice lobes
advancing from different directions, were active.
Throughout much of southwestern Ontario only
glacial sediments deposited during the Wisconsinan stage
are evident in the stratigraphic column.

The Wisconsinan

Stage is estimated to have begun between 75,000 years B.P.
(Frye et. al., 1968) and 94,000 years B.P. (Mffrner, 1971).
This time period has further been broken down into a series
of substages (Table 1 ) . In this study, concern is with
only the most recent glaciofluvial sediments deposited
within Woolwich and Pilkington townships as the result of
the final withdrawal of the Late Wisconsinan ice lobes.
Terasmae et. al. (1972) indicates that the last ice lobe
to override this area from the southeast was an OntarioErie lobe, during the Port Bruce Stadial (14,800 _ 13,000
years B.P.).

It is believed that this lobe advanced west

to the Elmira moraine and deposited a Port Stanley Till
equivalent in this area.

This ice lobe subsequently

withdrew from the area during the Mackinaw Interstadial
(13,800 - 13,100 B.P.) resulting in the deposition of
various glaciofluvial sediments. During the Port Huron
Stadial, which followed the Mackinaw Interstadial, the
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Ontario-Erie lobe advanced only as far west as the GaitParis moraine, 6 to 8 km* east of the study area. It
therefore seems less likely that glaciofluvial sediments
associated with the retreat of this ice lobe would appear
in Woolwich and Pilkington townships, although it is
always possible that some of the youngest outwash could
be of this age in the eastern part of the study area*
The Georgian Bay lobe is believed to have overridden the Elmira moraine during the Port Bruce Stadial and
deposited a gritty, clayey, silt till, which Karrow (1968,
1971) refers to as the northern till or till C.

This till

may have been deposited prior to the Port Stanley Till equivalent to the east but no absolute dates are available•
If the temporal framework for the various till
units is accepted, the glaciofluvial deposits in Woolwich
and Pilkington townships are in the order of 13,000 to
14,000 years old.

Eynon and Walker (1974) have indicated

that the deposition of the braided outwash in southern
Ontario, between the Ontario island and the Erie-Ontario
ice front, occurred between 12,300 and 12,200 years B.P*
Unfortunately, no organic remains were found in the glaciofluvial deposits examined here and therefore no absolute
date could be established to test the time stratigraphic
relationships suggested*
Interpretation and correlation of the Late
Wisconsinan deposits in southwestern Ontario is a genuine

8
problem because of the pulsating manner in which the
various ice lobes traversed the area.

An interlobate

area, associated with the interaction of several ice lobes,
would complicate the stratigraphic record even more.

This

is one of the problems encountered by Karrow (1968, 1971)
in his work in the Guelph and Stratford-Conestogo areas
north of Kitchener-Waterloo.

Karrow (1968, p.13) points

out that "because the Guelph area is near the interlobate
line between the Ontario, Georgian Bay and Huron lobes,
it is not easy to differentiate outwash from these various
sources*"

This problem is again emphasized when Karrow

(1971, p.9) notes that "extensive kame sands and gravels
usually overridden by later ice advances, occur in the
Easthope, Waterloo, Elmira and Ingersol moraines.

Their

relationship to various tills is usually unknown."
Costello and Walker (1972, p.3^9) point out that "although
tills have been extensively mapped in Southern Ontario,
almost no attention has been given to the interbedded sands
and gravels, except as economic deposits (Hewitt and Karrow,
1963)•"

Thus a more detailed examination of the glacio-

fluvial deposits is warranted because such an investigation may well provide valuable new empirical data about
this large mass of stratified drift, and such information
may aid in the overall interpretation of the activity of
various ice lobes in the area#
This problem of differentiating glaciofluvial
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sediments from the various ice lobe sources provides
an added incentive for examining these deposits and leads
to the formulation of the second study objective.

This

objective is to determine if the internal physical
properties of the glaciofluvial sediments can be used to
distinguish the deposits from the various ice lobes and
by deduction, identify the ice lobes which were active.
Characteristic properties of the glaciofluvial deposits
which exhibit directional qualities include the types
and distribution of distinctive rock fragments or
indicator pebbles* the trends in clast size reduction
and the paleocurrent directions obtained from the primary
sedimentary structures*
1.2
1.2.1.

Study Area and Methodology
SELECTION AND LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA
The area of study (fig. 1, 2, 3) was selected for

basically two reasons. First the sedimentology of the
glaciofluvial deposits had not been examined in any detail
and a large number of exposures in these sediments made
the types of data necessary for environmental reconstruction readily available.

Thus a new source of empirical

data, which previously lay untapped, was available for
collection and analysis.

Secondly, the townships occupy

a rather unique position relative to the ice lobes which

80° W

-45 N
45 NLAKE

HURON

0

too
KILOMETERS

SOURCE: Webber and H o f f m a n , n . d . , p . 2 0 „

80°W

I

Fig. 1. — The location of the study area with relationship to the remainder of
Southern Ontario. The area enclosed by the dotted boundary line represents Woolwich
Township to the south and Pilkington Township to the north.
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Fig. 2. — The location of various villages, the main roads and the drainage
network in Woolwich and Pilkington townships.
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Fig. 3* — The major physiographic features of Woolwich and Pilkington townships
and the location of the exposures examined.
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were active during the Late Wisconsinan Ctage. This area
straddles the interlobate line between a Georgian Bay lobe
moving out of the northwest and an Ontario lobe advancing
from the east or southeast. Harris (1970) suggested that
a Lake Simcoe lobe may have been active in the area as well
but Karrow (1973) indicates it is unlikely that a Simcoe lobe
reached this far south.

The Huron lobe deposits appear to

lie just west and south of Woolwich township (Karrow, 1971).
Thus it iieems logical that if several ice lobes were active,
their presence may be inferred from the corresponding glaciofluvial deposits*
The study area is composed of two townships,
Woolwich and Pilkington, in the adjacent counties of
Waterloo and Wellington, with a total area of approximately 370 square kilometers*

The location of this area

relative to the remainder of southwestern Ontario can be
seen in Figure 1.
This area is centered about the co-ordinates
45° 35T N and 80° 30 f W, north of Waterloo, northwest
of Guelph and southeast of Elora (fig* 2).

Elmira is

located within the study area about 4 km# east of the
western border of Woolwich township at the junction of
highways #5 and 8C.
The two townships are also delineated on the
National Topographic Series Sheets 40P/10, Conestogo
east half and 40P/9, Guelph west.

The Pleistocene
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geology of the area has been mapped by Karrow (1963, 1971)
on maps 2153 of the Guelph area and 28 - 1970 of the
Stratford-Conestogo area*
Woolwich and Pilkington townships are bisected by
the Grand River which flows south through the area*

The

Conestogo River enters about 6*5 km. southeast of Elmira
and flows generally east, joining the Grand River at the
village of Conestogo, approximately 1 km» north of the
southern boundary of the study area.

Carroll Creek,

Canagagigue Creek, Martin Creek, Swan Creek and Cox Creek
provide the other principal drainage systems (fig. 2).
Access to the area is obtained by highways 85 and 86 in
conjunction with an extensive grid of township and concession roads*
The maximum local relief exceeds 137 m. and the
regional slope is from north or north-northwest to south.
The highest point of land (449 m*) is found approximately
3/4 km. southwest of Alma in the north and the lowest
elevation (312 m.) is found where the Grand River leaves
the area 1.5 km. southeast of Conestogo.

The Elmira

moraine forms a discontinuous ridge extending northward
from St. Clements in the south to Alma in the north.
A number of eskers are apparent and a few drumlinoid
hills associated with the Guelph drumlin field appear in
the northeast corner of Pilkington township (fig. 3)•
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1.2.2#

METHODOLOGY
Once the study area was defined, it was examined

stereoscopically, using aerial photographs, to identify
and locate potential sample sites • This initial aerial
photo inspection was followed by a field survey of the
exposures identified.

Newer exposures, made available

since the date of the aerial photography, were examined
as well.

The majority of the exposures were gravel pits,

both active and inactive, but one or two road-cuts of
interest occurred also*

These exposures were plotted

on a map and permission was obtained to enter the pits
from the respective owners•

Well log data were obtained

from the Ontario Water Resources Commission in Hamilton
and the locations of these wells were plotted on a map.
Recent mapping of the Pleistocene geology by Karrow
(196S, 1971) provided an indication of the types of
deposits that could be expected at each site.
The preliminary investigation of the glaciofluvial deposits indicated that the following methods
would provide useful information in terms of the study
objectives identified.

Four physical properties of the

glaciofluvial sediments were examined and included (1)
the sedimentary facies defined by grain size and primary
sedimentary structure, (2) the kinds and distribution of
indicator pebbles, (3) the trends in clast size reduction
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and (4) those structures such as cross-laminae and crossbeds that yielded paleocurrent data.

On occasion, well

log data were used as supplemental information for facies
analysis.
The types of sedimentary facies, their distribution and interrelationships were noted at each exposure.
Characteristic groupings of facies types became apparent
and this made it possible to identify three kinds of
glaciofluvial deposits.

A number of hydraulic parameters,

representative of the environmental conditions during
deposition, were established also.
Rock fragments characteristic of a specific
bedrock source are often incorporated by glacial ice,
transported some distance downcurrent and later deposited
in glacial sediments.

Such indicator pebbles occur

occasionally in glaciofluvial deposits and may be of value,
suggesting the ice lobe source with which these glaciofluvial sediments are associated.

For example, the Gow-

ganda conglomerates, found along the north shore of Lake
Huron, near Espanola (McGlynn, 1969), are characteristic
indicator pebbles found in the Catfish Creek Till (Dreimanis and Reavely, 1953)•

Thus if such a till unit was

reworked by glacial meltwaters, indicator pebbles found
in the glaciofluvial sediments might suggest a possible
association between these sediments and a specific
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source of meltwater and debris.

In this case the entire

study area is underlain by Catfish Creek Till, which was
deposited during the Late Wisconsinan maximum 23,000 years
B.P.

Therefore, the Gowganda conglomerate found in the

glaciofluvial sediments may not be confined to any one
portion of the study area. As a result, its use as an
indicator is reduced, unless found in large quantities
at given locations.
At the majority of the exposures, the intermediate
or b-axis diameter of at least ten of the largest cobbles
available were measured.

This provides an average clast size

which can be used to estimate the critical conditions for the
beginning of sediment movement (i.e. for gravel sized materials)
or the flow competency of the transporting flow (Briggs and
Middleton, 1965)•

Such a mean diameter provides only a

minimum velocity estimate.

For example, the sediment

available may have consisted of only a limited size range,
but the magnitude of the flow velocity might, in fact,
have been capable of transporting clasts larger than those
present at that time.

In general, the trend is for clast

diameter to decrease downcurrent as the result of abrasion
and sediment size sorting.

Thus a decrease in the average

maximum clast diameter may indicate the general paleoflow
direction and suggest a source of sediment supply.
The primary sedimentary structures preserved in

IS
the glaciofluvial sediments are valuable indicators of
paleocurrent directions and can be used to reconstruct
ancient flow vector fields.

The paleocurrent trends in-

dicate the direction of sediment transport and therefore
a probable upstream source area can be deduced.

This

type of information may be applicable to the problem of
trying to identify or differentiate glaciofluvial
deposits from various ice lobe sources.

Paleocurrent

analysis also facilitates the identification of oogenetic
facies.

It thus provides information for the solution of

both objectives one and two.
Well log records provide information about the
thickness and the general lithologic characteristics of
the subsurface stratigraphic sequences but constitute
such a limited sample of the stratigraphic section that
correlation and interpretation are often uncertain
(Weller, I960).

This information can be used to supple-

ment observations of facies types and sediment size recorded at the field exposures.

Generalized stratigraphic

cross-sections may provide an indication of the extent of
the glaciofluvial deposits, while the lithologic description may suggest trends in facies types.
In general, the sedimentary facies types provide
the primary source of data for approaching the first
objective of environmental reconstruction.

Environmental
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parameters such as depth of flow, velocity, flow regime
and paleocurrent direction can all be established using
facies.

The types of facies encountered in the field

are described in chapter 2 and a discussion of the
sedimentology of the three kinds of glaciofluvial
deposits identified is found in chapter 3.

Those physical

properties, such as the distribution of indicator pebbles,
trends in clast size and paleocurrent data, which exhibit
a certain directional quality, are pertinent more to the
second objective of ice lobe identification.

These

characteristics of the glaciofluvial sediments are
analyzed in chapter 4*

CHAPTER 2

THE SEDIMENTARY FACIES TYPES IN THE
GLACIOFLUVIAL DEPOSITS
2.1

Criteria for Identifying the Facies Types
The preliminary investigation of the

glaciofluvial sediments revealed that within the
deposits themselves considerable variability occurred
among the types of sediments present.

Extremes in

grain size, ranging from clays to very coarse gravels,
were observed in conjunction with a number of different
sedimentary structural types.

These two distinctive

qualities of the glaciofluvial sediments (grain size
and primary sedimentary structure) made it possible
to identify the different sedimentary facies types
which were exposed in the field.

In this study

seventeen different facies types were identified.
2.1.1# THE GRAIN SIZE CRITERION
To determine the general grain size range
of the major facies types encountered in the field,
samples of sediment, approximately 2 kilograms in
weight, were obtained.

The grain size distribution

of each individual sample was determined in the labor20
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atory by granulometric analysis. Standard sieving techniques were employed to determine the grain size distribution of the samples down to +4.00.

Each sample, approx-

imately 1 kg. of sediment for the coarser facies and 20 50 gms. for the finer facies, was placed in a nest of
half-phi interval screens and sieved in a Ro-Tap mechanical shaker for 10 minutes as suggested by Carver (1971).
The weight of the material retained on each sieve was
subsequently determined and the cumulative weight in percent was specified.

A computer program developed by

Greenwood (1970) was used to determine the cumulative
weights in percent as well as the Folk (196#) and Inman
(1952) statistical parameters of grain size. The formulae
necessary for the calculation of the Folk (196S) and Inman
(1952) statistics are listed in Appendix A, Tables 3 and 4#
The graphical statistical parameters of Folk
(1963) and Inman (1952) are used to indicate the prominent
features of the size-frequency distribution of the sediment
sample as well as provide a quantitive means of comparison
of various grain size distributions. Where possible, a
mean grain size, and measures of sorting, skewness and
kurtosis for the grain-size distribution, were calculated
using both Folk (1963) and Inman (1952) statistics.
Because the 5th and 95th percentile are required to
calculate several of these statistical measures, specifically
Folkfs sorting, skewness and kurtosis measures and Inman?s
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kurtosis measure, it was necessary to perform a pipette
analysis on any sample where more than 5 percent of the
sediment by weight was less than 4-4.00. Thus in four
cases, for cross-laminated sand, sand-silt-clay couplets
and two heterogeneous sediment mixtures, the size
distribution of the silt and clay fraction was determined
using the pipette technique.

The raw relative weights

from both the sieve and pipette analysis were combined
to determine the cumulative curve of the grain size
distributions (see Appendix A, Table 5)»

The methods

involved in sieve and pipette analysis can readily be
obtained from any standard text or laboratory manual on
sedimentological procedures such as Carver (1971) or
Folk (1963).

Both the Folk (1963) and Inman (1952)

statistics for a number of sediment samples are
presented in Appendix A, Table 6.
2.1.2

THE STRUCTURAL CRITFRION
The structural characteristics of the various

glaciofluvial sediments contribute significantly to
the differentiation of facies types as well.

The type of

sedimentary structure is the product of many interrelated
and often interdependent variables. As Harms and Fahnestock
(1965) point out, bed forms and therefore the type of
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stratification preserved in the stratigraphic
sequence, represent the interplay of a wide range of
variables.

Different bed forms develop in response to

changes in slope, depth, velocity, discharge and
channel width.

Sediment availability, sediment size,

density and shape, water temperature and the attendant
changes in water viscosity and settling velocities of
the sediment grains all play a part in the development
of bed forms also.

All these variables are integrated

together when flow is discussed in terms of regimes.
Simons

et. al. (1965) point out that flow conditions

can be discussed in terms of a lower- and upper-flow
regime with a transitional phase present between the
two.

This classification is based on the type of

bedform, the mode of sediment transport, the flow
resistance and the phase relationship between the bed
and the water surface.

For sand size sediments at

least, a progression of bed form types from the
lower-flow regime through the transitional phase into
the upper-flow regime has been recognized.

Simons et.

al. (1965), Harms and Fahnestock (1965) and more
recently Southard (1971) have suggested a sequence of
bed form development which can be related to flow regime.
At the lower end of the lower-flow regime a plane bed
with no movement may appear.

Once the sediment begins

to move, either ripples or dunes will form, depending
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on the sediment size.

During the transitional phase

the dunes are washed out and an upper flow regime plane
bed forms.

Antidunes or in-phase waves form in the

upper portion of the upper-flow regime.
In the field, for example, the primary
sedimentary structures produced by bed forms such as
ripples, dunes and plane beds are frequently observed
and can be used to identify various facies types.
Antidune structures associated with upper-flow regime
deposition were not recognized at any of the sample sites.
Unfortunately little experimental work has been done with
gravel size material and consequently little is known
about the primary sedimentary structures of these coarse
sediments (Church and Gilbert, 1975)•
Small-scale, cross-laminated sands are produced
by migrating ripple bed forms and represents a distinctive
facies types (see the discussion of facies types below).
Allen (1963a) points out that there are basically three
distinct forms of asymmetrical ripple marks.

These are

the straight-crested form, the linguoid or forward
closure form and the lunate or reverse closure form.
The straight-crested form correspond to the low-energy
current ripple of Harms (1969)9 the linguoid and lunate
forms to his high-energy current ripples. The migration
of a train of small-scale, straight-crested ripples
produce the type of structure depicted in Figure 4»

Fig. 4# — Structures produced
by the migration of a train of straight
crested, small-scale asymmetrical
ripples.

Fig. 5* — Structures arising
from trains of migrating small-scale
linguoid asymmetrical ripples.
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In plan view the internal laminae parallel the ripple
crest.

On the other hand, the internal structure exhibited

by the linguoid and lunate ripples varies considerably
from the straight-crested type.

Allen (1963a) suggested

that migrating trains of both small-scale linguoid and
large-scale lunate forms produce cosets of trough-shaped,
lenticular prisms, filled with curved cross-laminae,
whose long axes lie parallel to the flow direction (fig. 5)#
An example of this type of structure, produced by smallscale linguoid ripples, is seen in Figure 6 as well.
It was observed in the field, that the smallscale straight-crested asymmetrical ripples ranged from
a few millimeters to a few centimeters in thickness.
In vertical section straight-crested ripples exhibited
a crest to crest distance ranging from 10-20 cm. while
the trough-shaped structures of the linguoid form ranged
in length from 10-40 cm.

These dimensions tend to agree

well with those suggested by Allen (1963a, 196#), Simons
et. al. (1965), McKee (1965), and High and Picard (1974)•
Allen (1966) also distinguishes between small-scale
ripples, with a crest to crest distance less than 60 cm.
and a height less than 4 cm., and large-scale ripples
with dimensions greater than 60 and 4 cm. (e.ff. largescale lunate ripples).
Several other sedimentary structures appeared
frequently in the glaciofluvial sediments.

Large-scale

cross-stratification is observed in several structural

Fig. 6. — Small-scale linguoid asymmetrical ripples (pit 1 ) . The paleoflow direction is
from the lower right hand corner of the photograph
to the upper left at 31S . An indication of the
size of these structures is given by the Brunton
compass which is 22 cm. in length.
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forms.

Pettijohn (1962) identified basically two type*

of cross-bedding; one type known as planar or torrential
cross-bedding, the other festoon or trough cross-bedding.
Harms and Fahnestock (1965) describe two types of crossstratification as well.

Their large-scale trough cross-

stratification corresponds to Pettijohnfs (1962, p. 1472)
festoon or trough cross-bedding where "the crosslaminations are curved surfaces, concave upward, which
appear to have been deposited in troughs, cut in previous deposits, which have their axes parallel with
the direction of current flow.*1

The planar or torren-

tial cross-bedding of Pettijohn (1962) is similar to
the tabular cross-stratification of Harms and Fahnestock
(1965, ?• 95) where "the adjective "tabular11 has been
applied to cross-stratified sets that are broad in
lateral dimensions relative to set thickness and are not
bounded by trough-like erosion surfaces. Tabular implies
that the bounding surfaces of sets are planar and parallel."
Ideally then, by definition, tabular or planar cross-bedded
units should exhibit parallel bounding surfaces, but in
the field this occurs infrequently.

Thus beds which exhibit

generally planar and parallel boundaries along a major
portion of their exposed length are considered to be
tabular units.

The trough and tabular cross-stratified

types may correspond to Allen's (1963b) omikron- and
pi-cross-stratification, respectively.

Figure 7 provides
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^
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Fig* 1. — Primary sedimentary structures
exhibiting large-scale trough cross-bedding and
tabular cross-bedding.
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a diagrammatic representation of these two stratification
types•
The large-scale trough cross-bedded sands of the
present study are of the same form as the festoon or
trough cross-bedding of Pettijohn (1962) and the largescale trough cross-stratification of Harms and Fahnestock
(1965)•

An example of this type of primary sedimentary

structure is found in Figure 8.

Tabular cross-bedded units

of sand and fine gravel (fig* 9) and planar cross-bedded
gravel (fig. 10) have essentially the same form as the
planar or torrential cross-bedding of Pettijohn (1962)
and the tabular cross-stratification of Harms and
Fahnestock (1965K

Each one of these structural types

is representative of a specific facies type*
Large-scale trough cross-bedded sands are the
result of the migration of a series of dune bed forms downcurrent over the primary surface of accumulation (Saunderson
1975)•

Eynon and Walker (1974) suggest that tabular

cross-bedded sands and fine gravels are formed by
subaqueous dune migration as well.

Saunderson (1975)

accounts for the difference in form by suggesting that
the planar erosional contacts of the tabular sands could
develop as the result of an intermittent rise in water
level.

Fig. #. — Cosets of large-scale trough
cross-bedded sands found at pit 27. The section
is oriented north-south parallel to paleocurrent
direction. The scale is in decimeters.

T

Fig. 9. — Cosets of tabular cross-bedded
sands and fine gravels underlying a bed of massive
gravel at pit 24. The scale is in decimeters and
the face is oriented generally nortV-south#
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Where coarse gravels are observed they tend to
exhibit basically two structural types. Kassive or crude,
horizontally bedded gravels occur as one form while largescale, cross-bedding represents the other primary sedimentary structure.

The massive or crude horizontally bedded

gravel may represent deposition of bedload by sheet-flooding
during high flow discharge.

The cross-bedded gravel may

occur as the result of bedload avalanching down the foreset
slope of an advancing gravel bar.
Other types of primary sedimentary structures,
which were used to help identify different facies types,
were observed in the field.

But these structures

occurred less frequently than those discussed above,
and are reviewed in the following section only in
reference to the facies types they represent.
2.2

The Facies Types
The sedimentary facies types observed in the

field exhibited a wide range of primary sedimentary
structures and grain sizes.

Sedimentary structures

associated with both lower- and upper-flow regime conditions
were identified as well as transitional forms while the
sediments ranged in size from coarse boulder gravels to fine
clays.

A summary of the facies types is presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2
FACIES TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS
\acies
Type

Grain-size
Range

Primary Sedimentary
Structure

Interpretation of
Origin

A

-2.00 to -g.00
Pebble to Cobble
gravel

Massive or crude, horizontal bedding

High transport rate of bedload by sheet-flooding during
maximum flow; upper flow
regime.
Longitudinal bar?

B

-2.00 to >-£.O0
Pebble to Boulder
gravel

Large-scale cross-bedding, 7-9 m. thick with
planar erosional contacts

Deposition of bedload down
a foreset avalanche slope.
Delta?

C

-2.00 to -$.00
Pebble to Cobble
gravel

Large-scale cross-bedding,
2-4 m. thick with planar
erosional contacts

Deposition of bedload down
a foreset avalanche slope.
Transverse bar?

.D

-2.00 to -£.00
Pebble to Cobble
gravel

Large-scale trough crossbedding with trough-shaped
erosional contacts

Deposition of bedload down
a foreset avalanche slope
filling a local depression;
or a series of rapidly migrating bars and channels.
Linguoid or transverse bars?

TABLE 2 —

Facies
Type

E

Grain-size
Range

(Continued)

Primary Sedimentary
Structure

Interpretation of
Origin

-2.00 to +2.00
Medium sard to
granule

Tabular cross-bedded cosets;
planar erosional contact

Migration of a series of
dunes or transverse bars
associated with an intermittent increase in water
level.

-2.00 to +2.00
Medium sand to
granule

Horizontally bedded
sands and gravel

Deposition of sediment on plane
bed during upper regime flow.
Proximal rhythmites?

-2.00 to +4*00
Gravelly sand

Vertical grading

Subaqueous density underflow
currents; proximal rhythmites<

-1.00 to +2.00
Medium to very
coarse sand

Isolated cross-bedded unit

Infilling of a local
depression. Micro delta?

-1.00 to +3*00
Medium to very
coarse sand

Large-scale cross-bedded
cosets with trough-shaped
erosional contacts

Lower flow regime migration
of subaoueous dunes.

-1.00 to +2.00
Medium to very
coarse sand

Massive structure

Collective settling.
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TABLE 2 —

Grain-size
Range

(Continued)

Primary Sedimentary
Structure

Interpretation of
Origin

1.00 to +3*00
Fine to medium
sand

Horizontal stratification

Upper regime plane bed.

1.00 to +3.00
Fine to medium
sand

Climbing ripples with
stoss-side erosion
Type A

Ratio of suspended load to
traction load low; turbiditv current?

2.00 to +4#O0
Very fine to fine
sand

Climbing ripples with stossside preservation
Type B

Ratio of suspended load
to traction load increases;
deposition from both
basically equal.

<+4.O0
Silt and clay

Sinusoidal lamination
Type S

Ratio of suspended load to
traction load high;
deposition from suspended
load predominates (low
flow regime of Harms, 1969)•

+2.00 to <+4.O0
Fine sand, silt
and clay

Horizontally stratified
couplets of sand, silt
and clav mixtures

Deposition of suspended load
in a low energy environment.
Distal rhythmites?

TABLE 2 —

(Continued)

Grain-size
Range

Primary Sedimentary
Structure

<+4.O0
S i l t and clay

Parallel lamination

Deposition of finest suspended load; most distal
rhythraite; varved clays?

Massive structure

Deposition of finest
suspended load in stagnant water in a proximal
environment*

Contorted structures
and convolute bedding

Fluid drag.

Unsorted heterogeneous
mixture

Lodgment till, flow till o
subaqueous mudflow?

<+4#O0
Silt and clay

+3.00 t o <+4.O0
Very fine sand,

Interpretation of
Origin

silt and clay
-6.00 to <+4.O0
Pebbles to clay
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Facies A is composed of massive or crude,
horizontally bedded pebble to cobble gravel. Eeds up
to ? m. thick are observed in the field.

This facies

type probably formed as longtitudinal bars in the
proximal reaches of an outwash surface.

Ore (1964)

sugrests that in upstream parts of bars, fine sediment
filling interstices between the gravel tends to obscure
any bedded effect of the coarser elements*

This process

may result in the massive appearance of some of these
gravels.

Rust (1975) indicates that during the high flow

discharge, flood waters tend to spread out over a wide
area on most outwash surfaces.

Thus, even when the flow

is capable of moving gravel sized material, the water
depth is too shallow to allow P'«w reparation and the
development of foreset slip faces at the bar front.
Consequently, travel is transported and deposited parallel
to thp surface of accumulation.

A crude, horizontal bedding

appears where fines become concentrated along planes
parallel to the bedded gravels.

These facies A gravels

may be similar to the bar core or bar top facies described
by Eynon and Walker (1974)and correspond to the proximal
gravels described by Smith (1970) and McDonald and Banerjee
(1971).
Whether facies A gravels were deposited under
conditions of upper or lower regime flow is not certain.
Shaw (1972) and Church and Gilbert (1975) refer to findings
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by Fahnestock and Hauschild (1962) and Harms and Fahnestock
(1965) which suppest that these proximal gravels are
deposited during upper regime flow.

Saunderson (3 975)

points out Southardfs (1971) contention that horizontally
bedded gravels can be deposited under conditions of both
lower and upper regime flow.

It is believed here that

facies A gravels are the result of sheet flooding in the
upper flow regime where grain size diameter approaches
flow depth*
Examples of the grain size distribution representative of both massive and crude horizontally bedded
gravel, have been drawn on Figure 11 #

Neither the Folk

(1968) nor Inman (1952) statistics could be calculated
for the coarse massive gravel because the 5th and ] 6th
percentile values could not be determined from the
cumulative curve•

For the crude horizontally bedded

sample only the graphic mean size of Folk (M z ^ -3*130)
and the first three Inman measures, the phi mean diameter
MjJ = -2 # 430), the phi deviation measure ( a 0=2 # 970) and
the phi skewness measure (a0~Q«75)j could be determined.
Facies D through D consist of large-scale crossbedded pebble to boulder gravel. The distinction between
these three facies types is based on the magnitude or
thickness of the individual sets, the shape of the lower
erosional boundary and the relationship of the cross-strata
to the lower boundary*

Fig. 11. — Cumulative curves representing the grain size distributions of some
of the coarser facies types - crude horizontally bedded gravel, facies A (•): massive
gravel,
facies A (©}: massive esker gravel
T Q ) ; tabular cross-bedded gravel, facies C
( A ) ; and vertically graded gravel, facies G
(•) •
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Facies B is composed of large-scale, crossbedded pebble to boulder gravel. Sets are up to 9 meters
thick with generally planar erosional lower contacts.
The cross-beds rest discordantly on the lower erosional
boundary.

This facies type is observed at only two locations

within the study area, both occurring in the same physiographic feature known as the Hawkesville moraine. The
avalanching and deposition of bed load down a deltaic
foreset slopte is believed to provide the mechanism for the
formation of this facies type.
Facies C gravels can be considered a small-scale
version of facies type B.

Facies C consists of pebbly

gravels and exhibits large-scale cross-bedding but, it is
the set thickness, only 3 to 4 meters, which distinguishes
facies C gravels from the facies B type. McDonald and
Banerjee (1971, p« 129#) state that cross-bedded gravels
of the scale suggested here for facies C "probably formed
at bar avalanche faces as transverse bars migrate downstream.tT

Church (1972) has observed local relief of 1 to

2 m. between channel beds and bar tops on modern outwash
surfaces.

Cross-bedded gravels of this thickness are

frequently observed in the study area.

Facies C gravels

occur in isolated sets or occasionally in cosets of two
or three beds.

This facies type may be similar to Allenfs

(1963b) beta-cross-stratification.
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A cumulative curve representative of the grain
size distribution of a facies C cross-bedded gravel is
found on Figure 11. The 5th percentile is not available
therefore only the Folk graphic mean size (M « -2.520)
and the Inman phi-mean diameter (M ^= -2.400), phideviation measure (a0^ 2.210) and the phi skewness measure
( ot0=O«l6) can be determined.
Facies D is composed of large scale cross-bedded
pebble to cobble gravel but is differentiated from facies
C gravels by the shape of its lower boundary and the relationship of the cross-strata to the lower boundary.
Facies D gravels exhibit basically cylindrical erosional
boundaries with cross-strata concordant with the lower
bounding surface.

This facies type may be similar to

Allen's (1963b) zeta-cross-stratification.

Allen (1963b)

suggests that such a unit would form if a channel carved
out by a submerged current was subsequently filled by
sediment dropping from above and settling in relatively
quiet water.

The trough cross-strata observed in these

gravel units tended to maintain a uniform thickness
throughout the bed.

These facies D gravels usually occur

as solitary sets but grouped cosets of two or three units
are observed occasionally.

A series of rapidly migrating

channels and bars may produce cosets of facies D gravels.
Facies E consists of medium sand to granule size
gravel.

Structurally, this facies type consists of a series
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of tabular, cross-bedded cosets arranged vertically, one
on top of the other, with each set separated by planar
erosional boundaries (see fig. 9 ) • This facies type may
be similar to Rustfs (1972b) facies 2 and Eynon and Walkerfs
(1974, p. 63) bar stoss side facies which they interpreted
as a series of "small dunes moving through small channels
within the shallow braided system."

Smith (1970) points

out that transverse bars show well-developed tabular sets
of cross-stratification and also notes that Jopling (1966)
demonstrated that if water depth was increased rapidly,
at intermittent stages, a series of these tabular sets
would develop.

Saunderson (1975) suggests that tabular

cross-bedded units of this type could occur as the result
of intermittently rising water levels or by intermittent
pauses in aggradation.

Set thickness ranges from 10-20 cm.

with deposition occurring during lower-flow regime. This
facies type is similar to the omikron-cross-stratification
described by Allen (1963b).
The grain size distribution of a sample of tabular
cross-bedded fine gravel is presented on Figure 12. This
sample has a Folk graphic mean size of -1.430 and Inman
phi mean diameter, phi deviation and phi skewness of
-1.550f 2.470 and -0.14 respectively.
Facies F consists of horizontally interbedded
units of poorly sorted, almost massive gravel and crudely
stratified sand, 20 to 30 cm. thick.

This facies type may
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be the result of rapid fluctuation in flow discharge,
producing alternating beds of sand and gravel. vSaunderson
(19751 P* 15$) suggests that this type of structure is the
result of the "deposition of sediment on fal plane bed
during upper flow regime•"

These interbedded sands and

gravels may represent a form of proximal rhythmite.
Facies G consists of gravelly sand and reveals
a vertical grading of grain size.

These graded units may

form as the result of sedimentation from density underflows
(Saunderson, 1975) and may represent proximal rhythmites
associated with the seasonal cycle of flow discharge.
With falling discharge and a consequent reduction in flow
competency, a vertical reduction in grain size can occur.
A cumulative curve representing the grain size
distribution of a sample of this sediment is found in
Figure 11. The sample is described as a gravel (Mz= -1.650),
Poorly sorted ( a =1.030), fine skewed (Skj=0.13), and
leptokurtic (K =1.50).

The Inman statistics are listed

in Appendix A, Table 6.
Facies H is composed of a single set of crossbedded sediment with grain-size ranging from medium sand
to very coarse sand.

As Smith (1970) and Sgunderson (1975)

point out, sand will move along a streambed until it encounters
a depression where it is deposited as a small scale delta
upward from the floor of the depression.

Facies H may be

the result of aggradation in the lower flow regime due to
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the infilling of such a local depression.

The beta- or

gamma-cross-stratification of Allen (1963b) may be similar
to this facies type.
Structurally, facies I is made up of cosets of
large-scale, trough-shaped, cross-bedded sand (see fig.3).
Sets range in thickness from 10 to 100 cm. and width from
about 50 cm. to several meters.

Grain size ranges from

medium sand to very coarse sand and trough-shaped
erosional boundaries distinguish individual sets.

This

type of structure is referred to as festoon or simply
trough cross-bedding and may correspond to Allenfs (1963)
pi-cross-stratification.
Harms and Fahnestock (1965) state that this type
of sedimentary structure is produced by trains of migrating,
large-scale asymmetrical ripples or dunes during the lowerflow regime.

Allen (1963b), Banks (1973) and Saunderson

(1975) all tend to agree with this proposal although
PettiJohn (1962) points out that the origin of festoon
bedding is not clear.

The side channel facies described

by Eynon and Walker (1974) exhibit similar structural
characteristics as facies I.

The cumulative curve of the

grain size distribution of a representative sample of
trough cross-bedded sand and gravel is presented on
Figure 12. Both the 5th and 95th percentiles are
available from the grain-size distribution curve and both
the four Folk (1963) and four Inman (1952) grain size
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parameters can be determined.

Folk (196S) devised a

textural description of the sediment based on his
statistical measures.

This sample is described as

gravelly sand (1^=1.^10), poorly sorted (ai= 1.260),
coarse skewed (Skj^ -0.29) and extremely leptokurtic
^G*s3»97)«

The high value of kurtosis indicates that

the central portion of the distribution is much better
sorted than the tails.

The Inman statistics are listed

in Appendix A, Table 6.
Facies J is composed of medium to very coarse
sand and exhibits massive structure.

The massive structure

suggests collective settling of both traction and suspended
load as the result of an abrupt reduction in flow
competency (Saunderson, 1975)•

A gravity flow down a

foreset slope, when the angle of repose is exceeded, might
produce this type of structure.

On the other hand, an

upper flow regime plane bed where size sorting does not
produce readily identifiable bedding planes could produce
a massive structureless sand.

Deposition by breaking

antidunes, in the upper flow regime, where the traction
load is thrown into suspension and dropped en masse with
the fines as the wave breaks, could also produce such a
massive deposit.

The facies J sands are observed only

occasionally as isolated deposits, and the interpretation
of the type of structure is in large part dependent on the
related facies types.
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Facies K consists of horizontal laminae in fine
to medium sand.

Horizontal laminae are often interpreted

as plane bed deposits in an upper flow regime but Smith
(1971, Pm 72) has observed that "low amplitude sand waves
formed in very shallow depths in the lower or transitional
flow regime can produce horizontal strata which superficially resemble those of upper flow regime plane beds.n
The two forms are distinguished on the basis of grain size
segregation.

In the upper flow regime no appreciable

grain size sorting occurs but lower regime flow always
produces some size sorting causing the deposit to appear
either graded or composed of distinct coarse fine
laminations (Smith, 1971)•

The facies K sands observed

here are believed to represent plane bed deposits of the
upper-flow regime. The lack of apparent sorting within
the individual laminae tends to indicate upper regime flow.
Only in a few isolated cases where small-scale ripple marks
are observed to grade into or out of horizontally bedded
sands does a lower-flow regime origin seem likely. A
cumulative curve representing the grain size distribution
of a sample of facies K sand appears on Figure 12. On the
basis of the Folk statistics this sample is described as a
sand (Mz = l # g£0), moderately well sorted ( a j=O # 590) > near
symmetrical (Skj=0 # 02) and mesokurtic ( K Q = 0 # 9 5 ) #

The Inman

statistics are listed in Appendix A, Table 6.
Facies L has been separated into three subfacies,
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L^, L 2 and L3, corresponding respectively to the type A
and type B climbing ripples, and type S sinusoidal lamination of Jopling and Walker (1968). Walker (1969) refers
to the structural form of type A and B climbing ripples as
ripple-drift cross-lamination.

Facies L^ consists of small-

scale cosets of cross-laminated fine to medium sand with
stoss-side erosional boundaries which dip gently upstream.
Facies L2 is somewhat finer texturally than facies L-, and
is composed of climbing sets of ripple-drift cross-lamination
where the laminae are continuous from one crest to the next
(i.e. stoss-side preservation).

Facies L^ is made up of

silt and clay forming type S sinusoidal ripple lamination.
An extensive deposit of cross-laminated sands
composed of predominantly type A and type B ripple-drift,
was encountered in the northeastern flank of the
Hawkesville moraine.

The grain size distribution of a

sample of this sand is presented in Figure 12. Using the
Folk statistics, this sample is described as a muddy sand
(Mz =3.470), moderately sorted (a =0.^10), fine skewed
(Sk T =0 # 26) and mesokurtic (K G a = l # 09).

The Inman statistics

are listed in Appendix A, Table 6.
Jopling and Walker (196$) have recognized a
sequence of depositional forms with type A ripples as one
end member and sinusoidal lamination as the other. Type
B is one of the intermediate forms. Saunderson (1975)
points out that type A, type B and type S ripples are
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commonly found superimposed upon each other.

This type

of situation is observed frequently in this study also.
The primary factor controlling the change in ripple-drift
type is the ratio of suspended load to traction load
during deposition.

When the suspension/traction ratio is

low (i.e. fallout from suspension is low), type A rippledrift, with stoss-side erosion, develops.

As the ratio

of suspended to traction load increases, type B rippledrift forms when deposition from bed load and suspended
load are basically of equal importance.

Type S sinusoidal

ripple lamination appears when the suspension/traction
ratio is high.

As mentioned above, type B lies between

the two end members; type A, where deposition from
traction load is prevalent and type S, where deposition
from suspension predominates.
Axelsson (1967), Walker (1969) and Gustavson
et. al. (1975) suggest that ripple-drift cross-lamination
may be produced by density underflows or turbidity currents.
Walker (1969) points out that if the flow regime is high
and a large proportion of the sediment is moved at or near
the bed, type A ripple-drift will occur.

As the turbidity

current decelerates and the flow regime decreases, a
larger proportion of the suspended load settles out forming
type B ripple-drift.

Harms (1969) on the other hand, implies

that both his high- and low-energy current ripples, whidh
may correspond to type A and type B ripple-drift cross-
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lamination respectively, represent deposition during
different stages of the lower-flow regime.

A relatively

low energy environment is necessary for fine sands to
settle out from suspension.

The importance of suspended

load deposition in producing this facies type suggests a
lower flow regime.

The frequent association of facies L

with other supposedly lower-flow regime facies types,
especially facies E and I indicates a lower-flow regime
origin as well.
Facies M is composed of fine sand, silt and clay.
Horizontally bedded couplets of sand, silt and clay mixtures
form the primary sedimentary structure of this facies type
(fig. 13)• Individual couplets range in thickness from
2 to 5 cm.

Gustavson et. al. (1975, p* 275) suggest that

such rhythmite-like structures may represent silty lake
bottom beds as part of a proximal to distal facies change
"from thick sandy fdelta varvesT to thin clayey flake
varves1."

The grain size distribution of a sample of

facies M sand-silt-clay is presented in Figure 12. This
sample is described as sandy mud (M

s=:

4#220), poorly sorted

(°j = 1.030), strongly fine skewed (SkI= 0.54) and mesokurtic
(KQ *= 1.03).

The Inman statistics are listed in Appendix A,

Table 6.
Facies N consists of parallel stratified silt
and clay.

This facies type may be representative of the

most distal rhythmite in the proximal to distal sequence

Fig. 13. — Horizontally bedded couplets
of sand-silt-clay (pit 3#). The scale is in decimeters and the face is oriented east-west. This
facies type may represent a distal rhythmite-like
deposit.
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of Gustavson et. al. (1975), that is a varved lake clay.
Facies N may also be similar to Rust?s (1972b, p. 229)
facies 1 which he describes as being "made up of parallellaminated silt and clay, deposited from stagnant water in
channels cut off as water level falls.yt

Thus facies N

could occur in more proximal reaches of an outwash surface
where isolated bodies of standing water, such as channel
backwaters which appear at low flow discharge, permit the
deposition of suspended fines.
Facies 0 consists of a massive mix of fine silt
and clay.

The isolated appearance of this facies type in

relatively small localized pockets suggests that this type
of structure may represent deposition of the finest portion
of the suspended load in a stagnant body of water in a
proximal environment.

A backwater channel might provide

the proper conditions for such localized deposition.
Facies P is composed of convolute bedding of
very fine sand, silt and clay.

McArthur and Onesti

(1970, p. 1S6) state that contorted structures "may be
produced during deposition of the sediment of which they
comprise in which case their origin is related to the
primary processes of deposition; or they may be produced
by plastic deformation subsequent to sedimentation, their
origin in this instance relating to post depositional
processes."

They also point out that Cline (I960)

suggested contorted beds formed under conditions of
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maximum current velocity but that Coleman and Gagliano
(1965) interpreted convolutions as possibly being
associated with the transition between the lower- and
upper-flow regimes,. Flame structures (fig» 14) and
isolated balls of pea gravel and massive silt-clay
encompassed in other fine sedimentary units, are the
primary forms of contorted structures observed.
Saunderson (1975) suggests that flame structures are
the result of fluid drag during the deposition of the
succeeding bed.
Facies Q consists of an unsorted, heterogeneous
mixture of pebble to clay size materials. This facies
type was observed in only two locations at the western
border of the study area.

Its unsorted appearance sug-

gests that it may be a lodgement till or flow till.
It could also represent deposition as the result of a
subaqueous mudflow (Saunderson, 1975)•

The grain size

distributions of the two samples of facies Q sediment
appear in Figure 15•

One sample, collected at pit 32,

has a Folk graphic mean size of 3*230, and Inman phi
mean diameter, phi deviation and phi skewness of 3»l60,
3.740, 3nd -0.06 respectively.

The other sample, from

pit 39, has a grain size distribution which allowed both
the 5th and 95th percentile to be determined.

Therefore,

based on the Folk statistics this sample can be described
as a gravelly muddy sand (Mz= 3*710), very poorly sorted

Fig. 14. — Flame structures found interbedded with horizontally bedded couplets of sandsilt-clay (pit 37). The tape measure is 35 cm. in
length and the face is oriented generally northsouth.
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Fig. 15• ~ Cumulative curves representing the grain size distributions of two
samples of unsorted heterogeneous sediment
mixtures, facies Q - Pit 32 (•) and Pit 39 (•)
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5B
( o =2.5#0), coarse skewed (Skj= -0.12) and very
leptokurtic (KQ = 1 . 5 1 ) .

The Inman statistics for this

sample are listed in Appendix A, Table 6.
Of the seventeen facies types identified here,
about five, including massive and/or crudely stratified
gravels (facies A ) , tabular cross-bedded gravels (facies
C), tabular cosets of cross-bedded sands (facies E ) ,
trough cross-bedded sands (facies I) and cross-laminated
sands (facies L ) , tended to be most prevalent.

In the

chapter which follows, a number of exposures are described
and the sedimentological characteristics of the various
sediments are discussed.

To improve the readability of

the text and remove the necessity of memorizing the list
of facies types and their individual characteristics,
the descriptive terminology was employed.

Thus a sand

which exhibited trough cross-bedding is referred to as a
trough cross-bedded sand rather than a facies I sand as
listed in Table 2.

CHAPTER 3
THE DISTRIBUTION AND SEDIMENTOLOGY OF THE
GLACIOFLUVIAL DEPOSITS
3#1

Location of the Sample Sites
A large amount of data was collected throughout

the study area with reference to the types of facies
present as well as the relationships exhibited between
the various facies types. A total of forty-six sites,
numbered 1 to 46 on Figure 3, were investigated.

Each

site was examined in detail but only those sites which
were considered most representative of the sedimentological character of the various glaciofluvial deposits
present in Woolwich and Pilkington townships are discussed fully in the text.

Brief data on those sites not

described in the text are presented in Appendix C#
Some of the more active sand and gravel pit
operations provided excellent exposures of the various
types of glaciofluvial sediments.

These sediments

include ice-contact deposits such as eskers and icep

contact stratified drift, as well as proglacial
deposits of outwash sand and gravel.
For the purposes of brevity, the complex deposits
of controversial origin fotmd in the Elmira-Hawkesville moraine -are referred to simply as ice-contact stratified drift
as distinct from the ice-contact eskrer sediments,
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3#2

Ice-contact (Esker) Deposits
Eskers tend to form prominent sinuous sharp-

crested ridges, trending in the general direction of
ice-movement.

A number of segmented esker ridges

occur in this area, particularly east of the Grand
River, where several ridges seem to converge.
Karrow (196#) has identified three distinct segmented
esker ridges in this area and refers to them, from
north to south, as the Eramosa, Ariss and Guelph
eskers.

These esker ridges appear east of the study

area, near Guelph, and tend to converge in the eastern portion of Woolwich and Pilkington townships.
Pit 1 may be excavated in part of the Eramosa esker
while pits 7 through 10 are located in segments of
the Ariss esker and pits 13, 14 and 15 in the westernmost segment of the Guelph esker (see fig. 3)* Karrow
(196S) identifies an esker segment paralleling Swan
Creek north of Inverhaugh.

But surface morphology

suggests that this feature terminates approximately
1.5 km. north of Inverhaugh and does not continue
south of this village as suggested by Karrow (1966).
Therefore, pit 5 is not considered an esker pit*
West of the Grand River, segmented esker ridges art
apparent southeast of Elmira while another eskerine
ridge appears in the northern corner of Woolwich
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township on the boundary between it and Peel. Pits
32 and 33 are found in this esker segment.
Esketfs are deposited in an ice-contact
environment behind the ice margin either subglacially,
englacially or supraglacially.

In most cases the

glacial deposits adjacent to the eskers observed in
this study are mapped as flat or gently rolling till
plains (Karrow 1966,1971)•

Unfortunately no excava-

tion in any esker pit exposed the contacts, either
laterally or vertically, between the esker sediments
and the surrounding till.

But as the eskers contain

very coarse sediments (see discussion below) and occur
as sharp-crested steep-sided ridges, a subglacial origin
for these deposits can be suggested,

3#2.1.

THE GUELPH ESKER, ZUBER CORNERS
The esker at Zuber Corners forms the western-

most segment of the Guelph esker.

It forms a steep-

sided ridge which stands out prominently against the
flat surface of the surrounding terrain.

This portion

of the esker exhibits a rather sinuous ridge, extending
westward from Cox Creek in the east to the Grand River
in the west.

The three pits, numbered 13, 14 and 15 on

Figure 3, in this ridge provide an excellent opportunity
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for examining the sedimentological characteristics of
an ice-contact eskerine feature.

Description of the Sections. —

At the east-

ern end of the esker segment in pit 13 a coarse massive
gravel was observed with an average maximum clast size
of 21 cm.

This gravel forms the core of the esker which

at this location exhibits a local relief of at least
10 m.

An isolated deposit of cross-laminated sand

adjacent to this gravel core provides a westerly flow
direction parallel to the esker axis. The same type
of massive gravel forms the core of the esker at pit
14.

But the average maximum clast size was only 13 cm.

and the local relief 5 m.

The grain-size distribution

of a sample of this gravel is plotted on Figure 11.
At the western end of the esker segment, between
Zuber Corners and the Grand River, the ridge seems to
bifurcate into three short but distinct distributarylike ridges.-^

The active removal of sand and gravel

in pit 15 has since destroyed much of the original
surface morphology but has exposed the internal
sedimentary characteristics of the esker.

J

This bifurcation was observed on the 1955
aerial photographs of the area.
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Preferential extraction of sediment along the axis of
the esker in conjunction with the coarse massive gravel
(average maximum clast diameter of 17 cm.) observed in
the floor of the pit suggests that a core of gravel,
similar to that found in the previous two pits,
occurred here also.

But flanking this fgravel core1

is a much more complex sequence of finer facies types
including massive silt-clays, couplets of sand-siltclay, cross-laminated sands, trough cross-bedded sands,
massive sands and vertically graded gravels (see fig.
16).

The cross-laminated and trough cross-bedded sands

indicate a westerly flow direction.

Environments of Deposition -- The esker complex
present at Zuber Corners exhibits several features which
have similarly been recorded in eskers by Banerjee and
McDonald (1975)•

Morphologically, most of the esker

forms a continuous single ridge (esker type 1 of
Banerjee and McDonald, 1975) but bifurcates into a
broader ridge with multiple crests (type 3 of Banerjee
and McDonald, 1975) at the westernmost extremity.

This

multiple ridge may simply represent deposition near the
waning ice-front where the number of glacier channels
increase as the ice thins and breaks up.

Banerjee and

McDonald (1975) suggest that single steep-sided ridges
and, to some extent, multiple ridges, represent deposition within subglacial tunnels.

The abrupt, steeply
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sloping sides of the esker ridge and the unidirectional
paleoflow which trends west parallel to the esker axis,
indicate that deposition was confined laterally, at
least, by glacier ice.

The lack of any evidence of

internal deformation and failure, which would ordinarily
be expected as the result of the melt of the surrounding
ice walls (McDonald and Shilts, 1975), may be a function
of the coarse massive gravel which forms the central
core of the esker.

Collapse may have occurred along

the margins of the esker ridge but deformation would
be extremely difficult to identify in a massive
structureless gravel. At the downcurrent end of the
esker the finer sediments may have replaced the supporting ice wall as it melted away thus preventing
collapse and deformation at this location.
A distinct reduction in grain size as well as
a marked change in facies types, downcurrent along the
esker, may indicate a reduction in the flow competency
or simply be a function of sediment size sorting and
abrasion.
An estimate of the minimum flow velocity
required to initiate the movement of gravel sized
material can be acquired by using the Hjulstrom
(1939) competency diagram.

The average maximum

pebble diameter in pits 13, 14 and 15 are 21 cm.,
13 cm. and 17 cm. respectively and although this
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does not reveal an ideal downcurrent reduction in grain
size it does

indicate

that the flow velocity was

in the order of at least 3-4 m*/sec* along the entire
length of the gravel core*

Sediment size sorting and

abrasion may have been, for the large part, responsible
for the general downcurrent reduction in the grain size
along the gravel core rather than a decline in flow
competency*

The size of sediment available at various

points along the length of the esker during deposition
may have influenced the sediment size distribution also*
At the downstream end of the esker segment an
abrupt change in facies types occurs*

Sands and fine

gravels are the principal sediments present, in sharp
contrast to the coarse gravels found upcurrent*

Rapid

lateral and vertical changes in facies tvpes appear and
may be similar to those which Banerjee and McDonald
(1975) found in a complex double ridge in the Windsor
esker, Quebec*

Paleocurrent directions indicate flows

which diverged laterally, away from the east-west trend
of the esker ridge, toward the northwest and southwest*
In pit 15i immediately upcurrent (east) of section C
(fig* 16), in the center of the esker complex, a massive
or cross-bedded gravel interfingers with a sequence of
cross-laminated sands, couplets of sand-silt-clay and
massive sand*

The paleoflow direction is northwesterly

and the deposits may represent localized sedimentation
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the sections are found at approximately the same elevation within
the pit (i^e.351 m. a.s.l.). Sections A and B occur in the southern flank of the esker
while section C occurs centrally within the esker segment directly opposite A and B?
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of fines between meltwater distributaries*

On the other

hand, the facies sequences present in sections A and B
of the same pit (fig* 16), opposite section C, are more
complex and indicate rapid fluctuations in the depositional conditions along the southern flank of the esker.
This may be a function of the variability of the glaciohydrological regime*
The juxtaposition of the fine and coarse
sediments at the downcurrent end of the esker suggests a
rapid reduction in flow competency which resulted in the
immediate deposition of a large part of the traction
and suspended load carried by the esker stream*

Such an

abrupt reduction in competency would occur where a subglacial stream issued from the terminus of the glacier
ice as the meltwaters, no longer confined by ice walls,
would spread out laterally downstream over the surface
of accumulation*

Thus for the same volume of discharge,

any increase in cross-sectional area beyond the mouth
of the esker stream, would produce an associated reduction in velocity and consequently a decrease in flow
competency causing the rapid deposition of the stream1s
sediment load*

Such a change in the flow competency

could occur downcurrent away from the mouth of an
esker stream either subaqueously in a standing body
of water or subaerially on an outwash fan.
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Two facts may suggest that at least locally,
along the southern flank of the esker, a standing body
of water was present at some period during the deposition of the stratigraphic sequence*

The vertically

graded gravel (section B, fig. 16) represents deposition
by a subaqueous density underflow where the water-sediment
mixture discharging from the esker stream had a greater
density than the surrounding water and plunged beneath
it flowing along the bottom.

This is referred to as

hyperpycnal flow (Moore, 1966; Axelsson, 1967)•

The

decrease in grain size upward through the sequence may
be a function of sorting within the density current
itself (i*e* the coarser traction load at the base of
the flow and finer particles in suspension) as well as
the result of the deposition of finer suspended components as the flow subsides*
Another feature which may indicate the presence
of a ponded body of water is a thin clay bed, approximately 1 cm. thick, which was observed almost continually
along the southern face in association with the massive
silt-clays of sections A and B.

Gustavson et. al. (1975)

observed draped clay laminae in the deltaic sequences
of glacial Lake Hitchcock and Malaspina Lake and suggested
that such a thin unit of draped lamination may represent
a winter clay layer initiating a new cycle of sedimentation
associated with the spring and summer melt*

Gollinson
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(1970) has observed similar draping laminae deposited
during falling stage on a river bed.

But when considered

in conjunction with the graded gravel, the clay drape
may best be interpreted as a winter clay layer in a ponded
water body*
The ponding which is suggested here, at the
western end of the Guelph esker, is believed to be a very
localized feature associated with the proglacial area immediately adjacent to the ice front because outwash sands and
gravels appear just west of the esker segment along the
Grand River valley.

Flow directions obtained in these

outwash deposits are similar to those observed in the
esker and may suggest a downcurrent continuation of
this depositional sequence in the form of a subaerial
outwash fan.
Overall this esker segment indicates an icetunnel deposit formed near the margin of a waning ice
lobe.

The steep-sided ridge and paleoflow indicators

suggest discharge confined to one specific conduit*
The three short ridges at the western end of the esker
may be distributary features formed just behind the
ice margin before the esker streams debouched beyond
the terminus of the glacier into a standing body of
water or onto an outwash surface.

The downcurrent

reduction in grain size may simply be a function of
sediment size sorting and abrasion similar to that
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observed in present-day fluvial systems*
Throughout the study area, where exposures were
available in the esker ridges, a core of coarse massive
gravel was observed or suggested by the pit plan*

A

downcurrent reduction of the average maximum pebble
diameter was commonly observed within the esker
segments*

This was seen particularly well in pits 7

through 10 in the Ariss esker*

At several locations

a relatively complex sequence of finer facies types
adjacent to the gravel core was observed (e.g. pits 1
and 33)• These finer facies were not restricted
spatially to only the downcurrent end of the esker
segments as exemplified by pit 9^

Surprisingly

deformational structures, which are considered indicative of an ice-contact deposit in most standard texts
were rarely observed*

In fact, deformation structures

appeared only once in pit 33*

Unfortunately, none of

the exposures examined revealed the facies relationships
between the esker deposits and the surrounding sediments.
This made time stratigraphic correlations impossible.

3*3

Proglacial (Outwash) Deposits
Karrow (1963, p. 24) indicates that

fT

deposits

of sand and gravel with level surface and relatively
uniform bedding were formed by meltwaters flowing out
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beyond the ice." In Woolwich and Pilkington townships it
is the broad lateral extent and the relatively flat surface morphology, the lack of an integrated modern drainage network, as observed on the aerial photographs, and
the sheet-like beds of horizontally stratified sediments,
which suggest that these deposits may represent outwash
sands and gravels. A large portion of these deposits
are found along the Grand River valley, east of Elmira.
Outwash deposits have also been identified along the
Conestogo River and several other tributary creeks of
the Grand River. Pits 2, 3 and 4 (fig* 3) are found in
outwash gravels along Cox Creek as are pits 11 and 12
further south. Pits 5 and 6 are located in outwash deposits adjacent to Swan Creek. Outwash sands and gravels
may be exposed in pits 23 and 24 along Carroll Creek
also* Pits 16 to 20 and pit 46 are associated with the
glaciofluvial outwash deposits along the Grand River
valley* Outwash gravels are revealed in pits 34 and 35
west of the Elmira moraine and in pits 42, 44 and 45 along
the Conestogo River* All the glaciofluvial outwash deposits are by no means found in direct association with
the modern drainage network, but it does appear that
postglacial drainage has for the most part been superimposed upon the glaciofluvial outwash deposits*
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Recent alluvial deposits are often found along
the floodplains bordering most of the modern streams
in the area.

As Karrow (1963) points out, it is often

difficult to distinguish between the stratified stream
terrace deposits of glacial and postglacial discharge
conditions.

Because the area has been glaciated,

the withdrawal of the ice lobes provided large volumes
of meltwater and detritus and consequently it is very
likely that the majority of the stratified sands and
gravels which appear in the upper levels of the present
day river valleys away from modern stream channels
represent glaciofluvial outwash deposits.

To avoid any

confusion between the glaciofluvial outwash deposits and
the modern alluvium, sampling was restricted to exposures
well away from and above the floodplains of the modern
streams*

In most cases a relatively pronounced change

in local relief, which suggested a line of demarcation,
was apparent between the lower modern floodplain and the
adjacent glaciofluvial deposits.

The recent alluvium

along the modern floodplains is obviously irrelevant to
this investigation and has therefore been disregarded.
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3.3#1.

THE HOFFER PIT —

AN EXAMPLE OF OUTWASH

This pit (16) is located about 1 km* northwest
of West Montrose, along Highway 86, west of the Guelph
esker*

It is located in the glaciofluvial outwash

complex adjacent to the modern Grand River valley*

Description of the Section. —

The active

extraction of aggregate materials along one continuous
face, oriented generally east-west, has produced a
number of excellent exposures revealing the internal
sedimentary structures present within these deposits.
Coarse gravel facies types prevail, particularly in
the form of horizontal beds of massive and crudely
stratified gravels (fig. 17). These gravel beds
exhibit distinct planar erosional contacts and appear
to form continuous units along the entire length of
the section which is of the order of 300 m.

The finer

facies types such as cross-laminated, trough crossbedded and horizontally stratified sands occur
irregularly as thin lenses within the coarser gravel
facies.

One exception occurs at the eastern end of

the pit (section A, fig. 17) where a rather extensive
bed of cross-laminated sands interfingers with and
overlies what may be, on the basis of stratigraphic
position relative to the gravels to the west, a crudely

Pa i eof I ow
EAST

4>

F acios A
[massive gravel)!

Facies I
( trough crossbedded sand,
long sec)

1

Facies A
(horizontally
(stratified gravel) |

F acies K
(horizontally
stratified sand)

Facies C
j(-tabular cross- i
J bedded gravels)!

1

, Facies D
(trough crossbedded gravel)

Facies L
( cross-laminated
sand, long sec )

Fig* 17. — A diagrammatic representation of the stratigraphic sequence
observed in pit 16, near West Montrose• Section D is oriented north-south
normal to sections A through G at the western end of the pit. The elevation
is approximately 343 meters (a.s.l.).
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stratified gravel.

This cross-laminated sand appears

to pinch out west (downcurrent) along the section
between two gravel beds.
facies appear locally.

Two other types of gravel

Cross-bedded gravels underlie

the crudely stratified gravels near the center of the
face (section B, fig. 17) while two or three sets
of trough cross-bedded gravel are observed at the
western end of the pit (section D) interfingering
with massive gravels.

Paleocurrents. —

Trough cross-bedded and

cross-laminated sands indicate an overall flow trend
toward the northwest, although a wide range of individual
flow directions is apparent.

In the eastern section of

the pit (section A, fig. 17) the southeast and southwest
flow directions provided by the trough cross-bedded sands
are almost diametrically opposed to the northerly flow
directions of the cross-laminated sands.

The wide range

of flow directions may occur because the isolated beds
of cross-laminated and trough cross-bedded sands within
the horizontally bedded gravels are deposited at
relatively low stages of flow and may represent a system
of current vectors that differs from that which deposited
the gravels (Rust, 1972a).

Further west along the section,

the flow directions are oriented more consistently westward.
!
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Environments of Deposition. —

Rudimentary

horizontal stratification in coarse gravel sized
sediments has been recognized as the characteristic
primary sedimentary structure of the proximal reaches
of both braided streams (Ore, 1964; Smith, 1970; Rust,
1972b; and Williams and Rust, 1969) and braided outwash
systems (Church, 1972; Gustavson, 1974; Boothroyd and
Ashley, 1975; and Church and Gilbert, 1975).

Gravel

bars composed of such crude, horizontal bedding are
called longitudinal bars (Ore, 1964). Crudely stratified
gravels have been identified in the ancient outwash
deposits of the Credit River valley by Eynon and Walker
(1974).

Their bar core and bar top facies may correspond

to the horizontally bedded gravels observed in pit 16.
The crude horizontal stratification of the
gravel beds is to a large decree a function of the
environmental conditions. Boothroyd and Ashley (1975,
p. 203) examined several braided outwash fans in Alaska
and observed that the larger clasts of the upper fan
(the proximal reach) "are less subject to transport and
tend to accrete as thin sheets where transported by rare,
very high flood flows .ft Eynon and Walker (1974) suggest
that the crude horizontal stratification of their bar core
gravels is indicative of net aggradation as gravels move
in sheet flood over a system of ephemeral shallow channels
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and low relief bars.

Velocities of 2 to 3 m/sec. were

observed on the upper Yana outwash fan during a rising
flood stage by Boothroyd and Ashley (1975).

The clast

size (i.e. the a-axis diameter as opposed to the b-axis
diameter used here) was in excess of 10 cm. in this
portion of the fan and longitudinal bar forms predominated.

The average maximum clast diameter along the

section at pit 16 ranged from 16 to 22 cm.

This indicates

that a minimum flow velocity of at least 3 m./sec. was
required to initiate the movement of this gravel.

On the

basis of these data it is believed that the crude horizontally bedded gravels as well as the massive gravels,
represent the movement of coarse sediments during high
flow discharge by sheet flooding in the proximal reaches
of an outwash surface where flow depth and grain size
diameter were comparable.
Gustavson (1974) points out that volumetrically
the facies type which characterizes longitudinal gravel
bars is the most important in outwash fans.

Jfessive and

horizontally stratified gravels do in fact form a majority of the section.

The other facies types record the

fluctuations in flow discharge over the outwash surface.
The tabular and trough cross-bedded gravels indicate
that locally at least, depth was sufficient for the
formation of cross-bedding.

Ore (1964) and Smith (1970)
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indicate that in a braided stream system crossbedding increases downcurrent, in the more distal
reaches, at the expense of horizontal stratification.
Thus it appears that even within the proximal reaches
of an outwash surface, at certain locations, the
sedimentological conditions prevail which are characteristic of a more distal portion of a braided system.
Church and Gilbert (1975) state that outwash channels
are generally wide and shallow but differential settling
of the sediments or isolated erosional channels may produce the relief and consequently the depth necessary to
allow the formation of cross-stratification.

The tabular

cross-bedded gravels indicate the migration of transverse
bars.

The trough cross-bedded gravels represent cut and

fill as the result of channels migrating over an outwash
surface.

If the amount of sediment being transported is

too great, flow resistance will not permit the passage
of both water and sediment, therefore deposition and
selective scour produce narrower, deeper channels which
are more efficient hydraulically (Church and Gilbert,
1975).

These channels are subsequently filled at high

flow discharge when the gravels are again in motion.
The horizontally stratified sands, trough crossbedded sands and cross-laminated sands indicate fluctuations in the intensity of flow across the surface of the
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longitudinal bars.

These finer facies types represent

deposition during lower flow stage or the result of
sedimentation locally in protected areas on the bar top.
The interrelated sequence of cross-laminated sands and
gravels may be similar to the interfingered side-channel
and stoss side bar top facies observed by Eynon and
Walker (1974).

The cross-laminated sands may represent

deposition during low flow stage in a shallow channel
adjacent the gravel bar.

Subsequently, at high flow

discharge the bar gravels migrate laterally for some
distance over the sands. A number of such flow cycles
could produce the interfingered sequence.
In section A (fig. 17) the finer facies types
eventually override the gravels.

Other pits in the

vicinity, for example pits 17 and 19, reveal fine crosslaminated sands and trough cross-bedded sands at the
surface as well.

These fines may represent the final

episode of sedimentation over the outwash surface as
the amount of meltwaters declines with the recession of
the ice front.

On the other hand, the finer facies

types may simply represent a change in flow competency
over

time or a change in sediment size sorting spatially.
In general, the predominance of horizontal beds

of massive or crudely stratified gravels, and the lateral
continuity of these beds indicates an outwash environment.

so
An aggrading system of migrating longitudinal gravel
bars, at the proximal end of an outwash surface, where
sheet flooding provides the primary means of transportation of gravel sized material, provides the most
satisfactory interpretation of the sedimentary sequence.
Locally, fluctuations in flow conditions occurred, and
these are recorded by some of the finer facies types.
The flow directions obtained here are widely dispersed,
especially in the eastern section of the pit, but tend
to adopt a more consistent westerly orientation, west
along the section.

This westerly flow direction

coincides with the flow directions in the Guelph esker
to the east as well.
A cross-section oriented north-south, east of
these pits, was compiled using well log data (fig. IS).
A surficial deposit of gravel, generally increasing in
thickness northward along the section, was observed.
These deposits correspond with the outwash gravel mapped
by Karrow (196S) and probably correlate with the gravels
exposed in pit 16.
Overall, the glaciofluvial outwash deposits are
composed of relatively coarse grained sediments.

Crudely

stratified or massive gravels appear in a number of pits
(2, 3, 6, IS, 19, 24, 34, 42 and 44, fig. 3 ) . Pit 24
has previously been identified as kame sand and gravel
(Karrow, 196S) but the crude horizontally bedded gravels,
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the lateral continuity of the beds over a distance of
500 m. and the sporadic distribution of fines indicates
the proximal zone of an outwash surface.

Cross-bedded

gravels and finer, facies types occur in pits 4, 5, 11,
12, 17, 20, 35, 43, 45 and 46. These deposits have been
mapped as outwash by Karrow (1963, 1971) and may reflect
variations in the sedimentary environment locally.
Pit 37 may expose outwash gravels and sands or it may be
associated with the Elmira moraine complex.

It is

difficult to determine.
3.4

Glaciofluvial Deposits of Problematical Origin
Glaciofluvial stratified drift of a different

sedimentological character appears west of the Grand
River, particularly in association with the Elmira
moraine.

As already mentioned, the Elmira moraine ex-

tends northward from St. Clements in the south to Alma
in the north (fig. 3 K

Karrow (1971, p.3) indicates

that this feature is an interlobate ridge which has
been "most recently overridden from the northwest by
the Georgian Bay ice lobe, but shortly thereafter
approached closely from the east by the Ontario Lobe.n
The central portion of the moraine, west of Elmira,
has been mapped by Karrow (1971) and Chapman and Putnam
(1972) as a till moraine.

The lack of any pit operations

suggest that no economically feasible deposits of sand
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and gravel appear surficially, while well log records
indicate surficial deposits of clay or hardpan underlain
at depth by granular materials.

The northern and southern

extremities of the moraine have been mapped as ice-contact
stratified drift or kame deposits (Karrow, 1971)•
Karrow (1963) describes kame deposits as
irregular hummocky accumulations of stratified sand and
gravel which formed where glacial meltwaters poured off
the ice front.
Flint (1971) indicates that ice-contact stratified drift can be distinguished from outwash deposits
on the basis of surface form and internal characteristics.
Extreme range and abrupt changes in grain size, included
bodies of till and marked deformation are characteristic
of ice-contact stratified drift.
Cowan (1975, p. 40) has identified ice-contact
stratified drift "on the basis of internal structure and
composition, i.e. presence of collapse structures, till
inclusions, and extreme and abrupt changes in grain size
and sorting."

He also considered sediment variability

over short distances and topography (i.e. gently rolling
to hummocky terrain) as diagnostic of ice-contact
stratified deposits.

The two ends of the Elmira moraine,

especially the northern section, reveal a rolling, irregular hummocky topography.

On the basis of topography

alone it may be reasonable to suggest an ice-contact
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deposit but an examination of the internal sedimentological characteristics of this feature may help clarify
the situation.
3.4.1.

THE NORTHERN SEGMENT OF THE ELMIRA MORAINE
This segment of the moraine is located in the

northern portion of the study area traversing the
boundary between Woolwich and Pilkington townships.
The moraine is readily distinguishable both in the
field and on aerial photographs by its irregular
hummocky morphology.

In plan view, it appears as an

elongate irregular feature.

It is narrow in the north

where it is less than 1 km. wide between Carroll Creek
and a tributary of Canagagigue Creek, and widens to
approximately 4 km. along its southernmost periphery.
Two smaller outliers of hummocky terrain are observed
adjacent to the moraine (fig. 3 ) . They are distinct
from the main feature but are in close enough proximity
to suggest that they are genetically related.
Description of the Sections. —

A number of pits

are active in this part of the moraine and a series of
five of these pits (25 through 29) along the margin of the
feature are examined in some detail.

Pit 25 is the only

exposure of the five located in the western margin of the
feature; the remainder of the pits are found along the
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eastern margin of the moraine.

A longitudinal section,

running north-south through the moraine, has been developed using measured sections from four of the pits (fig.19)•
Pit 25 is composed primarily of tabular crossbedded gravels, although on occasion , localized channellike fills of cross-laminated sands appear.

Flow direc-

tions, oriented south-southwest, obtained from the crosslaminated sands are slightly divergent from the southerly
flow provided by the cross-bedded gravels.

The average

maximum clast diameter of an isolated group of large
clasts at the base of a foreset slope was found to be
33 cm.
Pit 26 is found approximately 1 km. south of
pit 25 on the eastern margin of the moraine.

A limited

exposure, running east-west, dissects the lower slope
of the feature at an elevation of about 412 m.

A bed

of cross-laminated sand up to 1.5 m. thick is present
between two gravel beds of unknown facies types. Smallscale faulting, with vertical displacements of 10 to 20
cm. appear.

The average maximum clast size is 17 cm.

and the cross-laminated sands indicate a southerly flow
direction.
Continuing south along the eastern margin of
the moraine for about 1/2 km. pit 27 is encountered.
Tabular cross-bedded gravels, up to 3 m. thick, are
found at the base of the pit. These gravels appear

Paleoflow
NORTH
25 (419)

26 (4121

27 (419)

28 (419)

Fig. 19. — A longitudinal section running north-south through the
northern segment of the Elmira moraine. Only a small, limited exposure was
available at pit 26 and it was oriented east-west at right angles to the longitudinal section. The approximate elevation of each section in meters (a.s.l.)
is in brackets following the site number. The break in sections 25 and 23
indicates that two faces- at two levels within the pits have been combined.
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to be laterally continuous along the entire length of
the section (100 m.) although talus slopes have obscured much of the detail of the internal cross-bedding.
Overlying these gravels at the top of the section, are
several shallow channel-like structures with lateral
dimensions of 30 to 40 m.

These channels are filled

with up to 2 m. of fine sediments, with trough crossbedded sands forming the principal facies type. One
example of a channel fill of horizontally stratified
sand was observed and isolated beds of cross-laminated
sands and tabular cross-bedded sands are occasionally
found in conjunction with these finer channel fills.
The average maximum clast size of the cross-bedded
gravel was found to be 22 cm. and flow directions
obtained from the trough cross-bedded and crosslaminated sands are oriented toward the south.
Pit 23 is located about l/2 km. further south
along the margin of the moraine. Extraction of aggregate material has occurred at two levels and a combined
exposure in excess of 3 m. is available.

Trough cross-

bedded gravels (fig. 20) form the coarse facies types
while trough cross-bedded and horizontally stratified
sands are the predominant finer facies types. A solitary bed of cross-bedded sand appears in the upper level
of the pit and locally, cosets of tabular cross-bedded
sand and lenses of cross-laminated sand appear. An

i

Fig. 20. -- An example of large-scale
trough cross-bedded gravel observed in the lower
level of pit 23. The gravel bed is up to 2 m.
thick and 15-20 m. in lateral extent. The face
is oriented generally north-south.

BB
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indication of the lateral continuity of the individual
facies types was obtained, when over the period of a
week, 15 to 20 m. of material was removed from a face
in the lower level of the pit (fig. 21). The same
facies types, in basically the same positions relative
to one another, were observed in the face both before
and after one weekfs excavation.

The average minimum

clast diameter of a trough cross-bedded gravel in the upper
level

was 21 cm.

Flow directions obtained from trough

cross-bedded sands and some cosets of tabular crossbedded sands were southerly.
Basically, the same sequence of facies types
was observed in pit 29 as appeared in pit 23, 1 km.
to the north.

The average maximum pebble diameter was

13 cm. and the flow direction was southerly.
Flow direction is consistently toward the south
along the moraine and there appears to be a general
reduction in clast size downcurrent.

An increase in

the proportion of finer facies types and a change from
tabular to trough cross-bedded gravels is observed
downcurrent as well.

A series of well logs paralleling

these five pits reveal a surficial clay or hardpan
overlying medium sands and gravels at depth (fig. 22).
The surficial clay is difficult to identify because it
may represent any one of a number of different deposits,
including a glacial till, a subaoueousraudflowor a
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Fig. 22. — The subsurface stratigraphy east of the Elmira moraine
as derived from well log records. The elevations in meters (a.s.l.) are
found in brackets under the well number.
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lacustrine clay. The underlying sands and gravels
may be the lateral extension of the sediments revealed
in the exposures along the margin of the moraine. The
substantial thickness of sands observed at the well
south of pit 29 suggests that the finer facies types
become even more common further south along the moraine,
Environments of Deposition, —

Earlier, during

the discussion of the glaciofluvial outwash deposits it
was observed that "as the bed load becomes finer and
better sorted downstream, longitudinal bars are gradually
replaced by transverse bars. This is accompanied by an
increase in the ratio of planar cross-stratification to
horizontal stratification in braided streams*" (Smith
1970, p, 3009),

Following on from this, it may be sug-

gested that as the finer facies types form a larger portion of the glaciofluvial sediments downcurrent, the
coarser gravel facies types may occur less frequently,
The coarser gravels move only during maximum discharge
and would fill any local depressions or channels present,

Such a sequence of deposition may account for

the facies change from tabular cross-bedded gravel into
trough cross-bedded gravels revealed in longitudinal
section along the Elmira moraine. On the other hand, the
abrupt changes in facies types may not be so much a
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a function of downcurrent sediment sorting but more a
reflection of the extreme variability of the glaciohydrological regime which would be most pronounced
particularly at the margin of the ice.
Only one example of the crude horizontally
stratified gravel, characteristic of the longitudinal
bars, was observed.

This gravel was found underlying

a tabular cross-bedded gravel in a short section,
oriented east-west, at the upcurrent end of pit 27«
The tabular cross-bedded gravels, which are representative of the transverse bars, occupy a considerable
portion of the section, especially in pits 25 and 21.
Foreset cross-bedding is the result of flow separation
(Jopling, 1964) where water depth is sufficient to
allow lee-side slumping and settling of the bed load
down a bar front. A minimum estimate of the flow depth
can be established using the thickness of the individual
cross-stratified beds as an indicator.
ranged from 1.5 nu to 3 m.

Here thickness

In terms of flow depth, this

is well in excess of the observed maximum clast diameter
of 33 cm. and could accommodate the formation of crossbedded gravel foresets. Based on Smith!s (1970)
observations, the predominance of tabular cross-bedded
gravels rather than horizontally stratified gravels
would be interpreted as indicative of a more distal
reach in a braided system.

Alternatively, the cross-
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bedded gravels may have formed in a proximal environment

adjacent to the ice margin where flow depth was

sufficient to allow gravel sized material to build up
as cross-stratified sets,
The increase in finer facies types and the
change from tabular to trough cross-bedded gravels
downcurrent is indicative of a fairly rapid change in
the sedimentary environment.

Smith (1974) noted that

irregular or flashy discharges were characteristic of
braided streams in a glaciofluvial environment.

The

almost cyclic sequence of sedimentation which appears
in pits 2$ and 29 may represent the variability of flow
discharge in a braided system.

Trough cross-bedded

sands are overlain erosively by horizontally stratified
sands which are in turn scoured and filled with trough
cross-bedded gravels.

This sequence is suggestive of a

rising flow stage, possibly the spring melt, where flow
competency and capacity increases in conjunction with
discharge.

Initially, as the melt begins, discharge is

only sufficient to allow the flow to move and deposit
sand sized material.

But as the melt continues to

accelerate, discharge increases and a transition from
lower flow regime dunes which produce trough crossbedded sands into upper flow regime plane bed producing
horizontally stratified sands, occurs. The channel-like
erosional surfaces in the plane bed sands may represent
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scour at high flow discharge, but as gravel transport is
initiated these channels are filled concordantly with
trough cross-beds. Alternatively, the scour surfaces
may have been formed as discharge declined during falling
flow stage where erosion was confined to discrete channels,
The next high discharge which was capable of moving gravel
sized sediment into the channel would produce the trough
cross-bedded fill»

Doeglas (1962) has observed that at

the beginning of a flood stage in a braided stream system,
cross-channels are present everywhere arid coarse material
from upstream is trapped in them as the high flow stage subsides.

In addition, Shaw (1972, p. 56) found "...a down-

stream sequence from proximal gravel bars, through an area of
dunes into a distal zone of plane bed with scour" in a glacio
fluvial ice-contact environment. In general, a somewhat
similar type of downcurrent change is recorded by the facies
sequence along the Elmira moraine,
The irregular hummocky topography has already
been cited as an indication of an ice-contact environment
but some of the internal sedimentary characteristics of
the feature may assist in identifying 1 IJi 3 type of
environment.

The variability in sediments, as reflected

by the downcurrent change in facies types, is apparent
over a relatively short distance of only 3 km*

This

diversity of sediments is probably a function of the
extreme variability of the glaciohydrological regime
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(Jopling and McDonald, 1975)*

Extreme and abrupt changes

in grain size and sorting appear also.

Pronounced differ-

ences in grain size are observed where trough cross-bedded
gravels truncate horizontally stratified sand and the
downcurrent increase in finer facies types may be a function of rapid changes in sediment size sorting and abrasion,
Although deformational structures are not observed it is
believed that on the basis of the evidence cited above,
the deposits in this portion of the Elmira moraine represent ice-contact stratified drift,
Three other sites, numbers 30, 31 and 36 (fig.3),
appear in this portion of the Elmira moraine.

Tabular

cross-bedded gravels are observed at the base of pit 36
and abrupt changes in sediment sizes are present.

Only

limited exposures of trough cross-bedded and crosslaminated sands occur at pits 30 and 31 but the southerly
flow directions and fine facies types suggest that they
may represent the downcurrent extension of the sequence
examined above,
3,4.2#

THE HAWKESVILLE MORAINE
The southernmost segment of the Elmira moraine

is often referred to as the Hawkesville moraine. This
portion of the Elmira moraine is found just west of the
Woolwich township line in Wellesley township, approximately 2 km. north of Heidelberg, and just south of
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Hawkesville and the Conestogo River.

This feature

dominates the surrounding landscape with a local relief
in excess of 30 m.
The Hawkesville moraine forms a north-south
trending ridge approximately 2.5 km. in length. The
northern and southern ends of the feature exhibit a
somewhat bulbous appearance in plan view, with widths
of about 1 km.

The central ridge which connects these

two extremities is only about l/2 km. in width and
exhibits steep sides which drop off rapidly to the level
of the adjacent terrain.

A number of small irregular

depressions occur immediately adjacent to the ridge,
The depressions are particularly evident along the
eastern margin of the moraine between the steepest
slope of the ridge and the gently undulating terrain
to the east.

One such irregular depression seems to

have produced a partially detached spur-like feature
which extends southward from the northern extremity
of the moraine parallel to the main ridge along the
eastern margin.

One small enclosed depression occurs

along the western flank of the feature as well.

Smaller

localized depressions occur along the top of the ridge,
These depressions may be kettle holes and if so
would help corroborate an ice-contact environment or
suggest the close proximity of a body of ice. But their
interpretation is problematical because the deformation
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which might well be expected as the result of slump
and collapse, as the stagnant blocks of ice melted out
of the surrounding glaciofluvial sediments, was not
observed.
Description of the Sections. —

Three pits

(39, 40 and 41) are presently active in the Hawkesville
moraine.

A large number of sections were available

revealing the internal structural characteristics of
the feature.

Obviously all of the sections could not

be discussed in detail but those which are most representative of the facies types present in each pit are
examined.
Pit 39 dissects the eastern flank of the
Hawkesville moraine at its northern extremity.

It is

the most extensive exposure in the feature and a total
of IB sections were examined in the pit. Five measured
sections along a transverse section through the ridge
(fig. 23) provide an overall indication of the sedimentological characteristics of the moraine at this location.
It is apparent upon examination of the section that the
coarser facies types, primarily in the form of tabular
cross-bedded gravels, predominate.

One set of gigantic

foresets up to 9 m. thick (facies B) occurs at the
western end of the section.

The smaller scale tabular

cross-bedded gravels appear near the surface of the
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Fig. 23* — A transverse section across the northern portion of the
Hawkesville moraine at pit 39. The approximate elevation in meters of each section
is given in brackets beside the letter identifying the section. Paleocurrent direction is southerly.
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moraine and continue down the eastern slope to a point
where they interfinger abruptly with trough cross-bedded,
tabular cross-bedded and cross-laminated sands. The
same fine facies types are found laterally adjacent to
and underlying to some extent, the tabular cross-bedded
gravels at the top of the ridge (section B).

Massive

gravels occur infrequently and one example of a massive
sand was found underlying and in part intercalated with
the gigantic foresets.

This massive sand may represent

a combination of lee-side slumping and settling, particularly where the gravels interfinger with the sands,
and the deposition of suspended load beyond the crest
of the foreset gravels as the result of flow separation.
At the base of the pit, a hard, consolidated, heterogeneous

mixture of pebbles and silt-clay was found (sec-

tion D).

In general, the overall component of flow was

southerly but this varied from southwest for sections A
and B to southeast at sections C and D.

Flow was pre-

dominantly south-southeast at section E.

A reduction

in clast size from 45 cm. at the base of the gigantic
foresets to 25 cm. in section D appears, east along the
transverse section.
Pit 40 is located approximately 1/2 km. south
of pit 39 near the middle of the Hawkesville moraine,
Excavation has occurred at four levels, generally
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parallel to the north-south axis of the ridge, in the
eastern slope below the top of the moraine.

The total

exposure, when all four levels are combined, may exceed 25 m. in places.

A longitudinal section, parallel

to the ridge, reveals the structural types present
(fig. 24), The majority of the section is composed of
coarse gravel facies with the greater proportion of these
in the form of tabular cross-bedded sets.

Trough cross-

bedded and massive gravels appear rarely.

The finer

facies types are similar to those observed in pit 39;
these being trough cross-bedded, tabular cross-bedded
and cross-laminated sands. These finer facies types
interbed with the coarser gravels and occasionally
exhibit sharp, rapid lateral changes in facies type,
This is particularly true of the fine facies sequence
at the base of section B (fig# 24). In the middle of
section B, between two units of cross-bedded gravels,
a cross-laminated sand is observed grading upward into
the one example of massive silt-clay found.

This

lenticular graded bed represents the deposition of
suspended load in a low energy environment, possibly
in a backwater channel in a braided system as flow
discharge declined to a minimum.

Overall the flow

direction is south-southeasterly but at the lowest
level in section B paleoflows range from east-southeast
to almost due west.

Paralleling the longitudinal section,
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Fig. 24* — A longitudinal section parallel to
the north-south trend of the Hawkesville moraine in pit
40. The approximate elevation in meters of each section
is given in brackets beside the letter identifying the
section.
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further east in the slope of the moraine, an exposure
reveals cross-laminated sands grading upward into
horizontally bedded couplets of sand-silt-clay. Flow
directions within the cross-laminated sands varied
between east and south.

The average maximum clast

diameter of the coarse gravels was found to be 23 cm.
At the southern end of the moraine, pit 41
cuts obliquely across the southwestern slope of the
moraine and partly into the crest of the ridge. A
diagonal section, running generally northwestsoutheast, exposes the facies types present (fig. 25)•
Again coarse gravels predominate.

A set of gigantic

foresets, at least 7 m. thick, appears in the northwestern portion of the section.

Erosional channels

filled with cross-bedded gravels, 10 to 15 m. in
lateral extent and 1 to 1.5 m, deep, truncate the
gravel foresets at the surface.

These channel fills

may be similar to the shallow braided stream facies
of Eynon and Walker (1974)*

A large set of trough

cross-bedded gravels appears in the center of the pit
and a crude horizontally bedded gravel is found at the
base of section B (fig, 25)• Examples of tabular
cross-bedded gravels were observed in two sections,
oriented generally north-south, as well.

The finer

facies types consist of primarily trough cross-bedded
and tabular cross-bedded sands with some isolated
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Fig. 25• — A diagonal section across the southern end of the
Hawkesville moraine at pit 41• The approximate elevation in meters of^
each section follows the letter designation of the section. The paleocurrent direction is southwesterly.
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lenses of cross-laminated sands and couplets of sandsilt-clay,

The finer deposits are most prevalent in

the southeastern corner of the pit. Where the contacts
between facies types are observed (section B ) , sharp
erosional boundaries appear.

The flow directions are

oriented consistently toward the southwest and the
average clast size is 19 cm,
In general, a core of tabular cross-bedded
gravels is found along the central ridge of the moraine,
Gigantic foreset beds are observed in pits 39 and 41 in
the western slope of the moraine flanking the central
gravel core.

In the lower slope, along the eastern margin

of the ridge, an extensive deposit of fine cross-laminated
sands occurs adjacent to the gravel core. These sands
may form a continuous unit along the eastern flank of
the moraine being observed at both pit 39 and 40. A
reduction in maximum clast size occurs from west to
east in pit 39 and overall from north to south along
the length of the moraine.

The paleoflow direction has

a strong southerly orientation but tends to diverge
somewhat from the general north-south axis of the ridge.
Kuehl (1975) observed a strong southerly component of
flow here as well.
Environments of Deposition, —

The sedimen-

tological characteristics of the Hawkesville moraine
indicate a more complex depositional environment than
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was observed in the northern segment of the Elmira
moraine.

The tabular cross-bedded gravels found

centrally within the ridge are representative of
transverse gravel bars and indicate that flow depth
was sufficient to allow the formation of crossstratified gravel s*ts.

The gigantic foresets of the

upper western slope indicate a substantial depth of
water, possibly in the order of 10 m. or more, and may
represent deltaic foresets.

The cross-laminated sands

observed in the lower eastern slope of the moraine may
depict a fine-grained deltaic slope.

It is believed that

the central gravel core is indicative of a rapidly aggrading ice-contact deposit flanked, at least locally, by
deltaic sediments.

'

Evidence suggesting the ice-contact origin of
the central gravel core is readily available. Flint
(1971) and_Cowajri (1975)

state that extreme and abrupt

changes in j>rain size and sorting are indicative of an
ice-contact environment.

Such abrupt changes in, grain

size and sorting are evident, especially along^the
margin of the gravel core where the finer facies types
appear^section B, Fig. 23 and section B, Fig. 24)•
Sediment variability over relatively short distances
and numerous erosional contacts between facies types
suggest an active environment and may reflect the
extreme variability of the glaciohydrological regime
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which would be particularly evident along the margin of
the ice front.

Here variations in discharge, flow vel-

ocity, flow competency and sediment size could occur
in response to diurnal and annual discharge cycles
producing abrupt changes in facies types and sediment
variability over short distances,
y"

A rapid transition from coarse gravels into

/finer sand facies over a distance of only 200 m., appears
in the southeastern corner of pit 41. Similarly, a
marked change from coarse gravels into fine cross-laminated sands, over the same distance, occurs in pits 39 and
/ 40.

A rather abrupt contact between the gravels and

\cross-laminated sands is found in section D, pit 39*
i

/But the inclusion of pebbles within the sands for
about 10 m, beyond the gravel contact, indicates that
both facies types were deposited contemporaneously during
the same discharge cycle.

The unsorted heterogeneous

mixture of pebbles and silt-clay at the base of pit 39
may be a till which would indicate at least the proximity
of an ice body prior to the deposition of the overlying
glaciofluvial sediments.

As in the northern portion of

the Elmira moraine, deformational structures appear to
be absent in the Hawkesville moraine,
The central core of the moraine is indicative
of an aggrading system of migrating transverse bars,
Each set of cross-bedded gravels represents deposition
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during the high flow stage when gravel is transported
as bed load, possibly in conjunction with a seasonal
discharge cycle.

The difference in apparent dip direc-

tions observed occasionally suggests that fluctuations
in the flow field occurred from time to time. The
finer facies types may represent side channel deposits
or sedimentation in locally protected areas on the bar
surfaces during falling flow stage.

As Church and

Gilbert (1975, p* 62) point out "in large, continuously
aggraded deposits, considerable variation in sedimentary
characteristics may often be found in an extensive section, no doubt reflecting considerable variation in
sedimentary environment over a long period of time."
Such variation may well be illustrated by the facies
sequence found along the central core of the Hawkesville
moraine.
Adjacent to the central gravel core, distinctive facies types occur.

Where the western slope of the

moraine has been dissected (pits 39 and 41) gigantic
gravel foresets appear.

Along the eastern margin of the

ridge, gently dipping cross-laminated sands of considerable thickness (i.e. 5 m.) and lateral extent occur.
Axelsson (1967, p. IS) states that "coarse-grained deltas
are usually characterized by low depth ratio and high dip
angles, fine-grained deltas by high depth ratio and low
dip angles and the discontinuity in the frontal profile
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may be entirely absent."

Thus, if at one point in time,

water was ponded adjacent to the gravel core, a deltaic
origin for both the gigantic gravel foresets and the low
angle cross-laminated sands might be proposed.

The coarse

gravel foresets may be representative of a prograding
coarse-grained delta while the cross-laminated sands
may be suggestive of a fine-grained delta with a smooth
continuous frontal profile.
The difference in profile from the western flank
of the moraine to the eastern slope may be a function of
sediment size availability.

Jopling (1965) found that

the angle of the depositional slope is dependent on the
flow velocity, depth ratio and sediment size.

The gigantic

gravel foresets dip at a much steeper angle in pit 39 (30°),
than those observed at pit 41 (16°).

The difference in

foreset slope angle is believed to be primarily a function
of grain size because a marked decrease in the average
maximum clast diameter from 45 cm, at pit 39 to only 19 cm.
at pit 41 occurs.

Along the eastern margin of the moraine

it appears that in general, only fine sands and silts were
available for deposition.

The ripple-drift cross-lami-

nated sands appear in almost bed-like units, 10-20 cm,
thick, which exhibit a vertical change in ripple structure from type A into type B and dip gently south and
east.

This gentle dip slope may represent the primary

slope of accumulation of a fine-grained delta.
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Horizontally bedded couplets of sand-silt-clay, possibly
rhythmites, are found in a road cut about 1.5 km. east
of pit 39 and may represent a distal correlative of the
bed-like cross-laminated sands of pits 39 and 40. These
rhythmites, in conjunction with the gently undulating
topography to the east of the moraine, indicate that a
low energy environment, possibly a ponded body of water,
was present.
Kuehl (1975) examined the Hawkesville moraine
and interpreted it as one extensive bar between one or
two slightly curved channels.

An alternative explana-

tion is that this feature represents a glaciofluvialdeltaic complex deposited in close proximity to the icefront where a large volume of meltwater and sediment
debouched southward into a body of water. Evidence to
suggest the presence of a lake in this immediate vicinity
is available in the form of lacustrine silts and clays
which have been identified at a number of locations
(Karrow,1971), particularly to the west of the moraine
between Hawkesville and St. Clements, but also to the
south of Heidelberg.

In fact, deposits of lacustrine

silt and clay have been mapped by Karrow (1971) with
notable frequency west along the entire length of the
Elmira moraine.
In this case, the meltwaters discharging from
the ice front were of sufficient velocity to carry
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gravel sized materials downcurrent for approximately
2.5 km. out into a standing body of water and to maintain
the surface of accumulation along the central axis of the
moraine within a few meters of the water surface. This
portion of the depositional environment is represented
by the central gravel core of the moraine. A reduction
in flow velocity laterally away from the central axis
of the emergent stream would be expected as the result
of turbulent mixing at the boundary between the emergent
flow and the surrounding fluid.

Evidence suggesting this

type of lateral diffusion and flow deceleration is recorded

by the southwesterly and southeasterly flow directions

along the flanks of the moraine.

A particularly rapid

decline in flow velocity and competency is suggested by
the cross-laminated sands along the eastern margin of
the moraine.

This resulted in a fine-grained delta with

a smooth continuous profile.

Alternatively the gigantic

foresets indicate that the reduction in flow velocity
and competency as the result of the lateral diffusion
of flow was much less pronounced along the western
margin of the moraine and that coarse gravels were carried
right to the delta front where they were deposited as
cross-bedded gravels,
3#5

The General Distribution of the Facies Types
The major facies types observed at each exposure
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are listed in Appendix C.

At many sites, the limited

exposures made it impossible to obtain an accurate
indication of the full range of facies types. But where
extensive exposures were available the complexity of
the glaciofluvial depositional environment became
evident.

It is this complexity which appears to be

the norm rather than a simple regular proximal to
distal facies sequence.

Therefore, no neat and orderly

distribution pattern of facies types is encountered
in the glaciofluvial deposits of Woolwich and Pilkington
townships.

This is probably a function of several factors,

It is highly unlikely that the margin of an ice
lobe, that is the source of meltwater and detritus for
the glaciofluvial environment, withdrew from an area as
a continuous, uniform front.

At certain points along

the ice front, retreat may have been accelerated relative to other locations.

In fact, due to local varia-

tions in the glacier mass budget, certain portions of
the ice front could be advancing while other portions
remain stagnant or are retreating.

Outliers of stagnant

ice may have occurred as well.
In conjunction with this irregular withdrawal
of the ice margin, the extreme variability of the
glaciohydrological regime results in marked contrasts
in facies types within the glaciofluvial deposits
(Jopling and McDonald, 1975)*

Three orders of flow
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discharge have been identified by Gustavson et. al.
(1975) as part of the glaciohydrological regime. The
first-order cycle is annual, associated with the seasonal
changes in climate; the second-order cycle is in response
to short-term fluctuations in the weather; and the thirdorder cycle is diurnal in response to the daily influx of
solar radiation.

This variability in flow discharge can

certainly be seen as an important mechanism in producing
a complex stratigraphic sequence.
Thus, a rather rapid change in facies types,
both spatially in association with an irregular withdrawal of the ice margin, and temporally in association
with the various cycles of meltwater discharge, tend to
confuse and obscure any simple proximal to distal trends
in facies associations.

The downcurrent fining trend

suggested in the northern portion of the Elmira moraine
and the lateral fining trend in the Hawkesville moraine
provide at best only a gross impression of any overall
facies distribution.

Although of only limited value

for indicating directional trends, the types of facies
and their relationships locally with one another are
important to any sedimentological interpretation of
the glaciofluvial deposits.

To obtain directional

indicators other forms of data must be employed,
These data can now be examined,

CHAPTER 4
FLOW DIRECTIONS IN THE GLACIOFLUVIAL SEDIMENTS
Paleocurrent indicators provide an important
source of data because this information can readily be
employed to help integrate other types of data, especially when dealing with the complex facies distributions
in the study area,

Paleocurrent directions assist in

associating one sedimentary deposit with another and are
of value when attempting to identify the presence of
various ice lobes,
In this chapter three types of data are examined
with specific reference to their inherent directional
characteristics.

The distribution of a number of specific

pebble types incorporated in the glaciofluvial sediments
has been investigated for its value as a directional
indicator.
clast

The distribution of the average maximum

diameters has been examined for its directional

potential as well.

In addition, paleocurrent directions

have been extracted directly from the primary sedimentary
structures preserved in the glaciofluvial sediments and
the flow trends have been scrutinized.
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4*1

Distribution of the Indicator Pebbles
The locations at which the various indicator

pebbles were found have been plotted on Figure 26*
These pebbles may be diagnostic of specific source
areas associated with ice lobe activity*
4.1.1.

THE GOWGANDA CONGLOMERATE
As suggested in the introduction, the Gowganda

conglomerates are associated with the Catfish Creek Till,
which was deposited throughout the area during the Late
Wisconsinan ice maximum*

The appearance of the Gowganda

conglomerate within the glaciofluvial deposits suggest
that in fact the Catfish Creek Till was reworked by
glacial meltwaters.

But these indicator pebbles appear

to be almost randomly dispersed throughout the area
rather than being confined spatially to any one region*
This should be expected because the Catfish Creek Till
underlies the entire area and glacial meltwaters from
any source region could rework this deposit*
4.1.2#

THE JASPER AND CEMENTED CONGLOMERATE
The jasper and cemented conglomerates occur

only locally within the study area.

The jasper

conglomerate is found only in the Hawkesville moraine*

Fig. 26* — The distribution of the various indicator
pebbles in Woolwich and Pilkington townships*
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The two examples of the cemented conglomerate appear
centrally in the study area; one in the outwash gravels
(pit 16) west of the Grand River and one to the east in
the western end of the Guelph esker.

If these two

conglomerates could be identified with a specific deposit
like the green Gowganda conglomerate of the Catfish Creek
Till, they might be of value in providing a directional
sense for the movement of meltwaters across the study
area*

The jasper conglomerate originates in the Southern

Structural Province of the Canadian Shield near Sault
Ste. Marie (McGlynn, 1969) but as yet has not been
associated with any one specific till unit*

No specific

source for the cemented conglomerate has been identified
either.

In fact, calcium-cemented conglomerates are

relatively common in glaciofluvial deposits and therefore
it is doubtful whether the cemented conglomerate can be
used as an indicator at all*
4.2

The Distribution of Large Clasts
At most of the exposures examined the b-axis

diameter of ten of the largest clasts was recorded and
the average maximum clast size determined.
clast size is plotted on Figure 27.
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Fig. 27. — The average clast size diameter observed at a
number of locations in Woolwich and Pilkington townships*
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4.2.1#

DIRECTIONAL TRENDS IN CLAST SIZE REDUCTION
The distribution of the average clast sizes

indicates several trends which reflect a general
reduction in grain size of the coarser gravel sediments*
A reduction in grain size south along the Hawkesville
moraine is readily observed as is a westerly fining
trend within the gravels of the Ariss esker. But,on
the other hand, some of the trends identified are not
as simple and definitive and are subject to individual
interpretation*
In the eastern portion of the study area,
generally east of the Grand River, an east to west
reduction in the mean clast size can be identified*
This westward decrease in clast size is evident in
both the Ariss and Guelph eskers*

An east-west

reduction in the average clast size is present in the
glaciofluvial deposits between pits 11 and 12 and a
south to south-westerly trend appears in the outwash
gravels (pits 16, 17 and IS)

west of the Grand River

valley near West Montrose*
North and west of the Grand River, a southerly
reduction in the mean clast size may be present.

In

the extreme northern portion of Pilkington township
clast size on the average is relatively large, ranging
between 22 and 33 cm. (pits 21, 22 and 25, Appendix C ) .
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To the south and southwest, the average clast size is
found to be at least similar (pit 24) or for the most
part smaller*

Along the eastern margin of the Elmira

moraine a general north-south reduction in clast size
is observed*

The smaller mean size at pit 26 may be a

function of the limited exposure which probably failed
to reveal the coarsest sediments present*

A general

north-south reduction in clast size is observed west of
the moraine in the northern portion of Woolwich township
as well (see pits 32 through 37, Appendix C)*
4.3

The Generalized Paleocurrent Pattern
In the glaciofluvial environment, meltwaters

debouch from the ice front charged with great amounts
of sediment, both as bed load and suspended load.

At

any given point within a flow system, the flow direction
is recorded by the cross-lamination and cross-bedding
of several types of primary sedimentary structures
preserved in the glaciofluvial sediments.

Thus, the

paleocurrent flow directions can be obtained from these
structures and employed to identify paleoflow fields in
the study area*
4.3.1. THE METHODS OF OBTAINING PALEOCURRENT DATA
FROM THE VARIOUS STRUCTURES
Paleocurrent data were obtained from four types
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of primary sedimentary structures*

These included cross-

laminated sands, trough cross-bedded sands, tabular crossbedded sands and tabular cross-bedded gravels.

A discussion

of these structural types was given earlier in the paper
when the various facies types were identified*
Initially, a general indication of the paleocurrent direction is obtained by observing the apparent
dip direction of the cross-lamination or cross-bedding
within the primary sedimentary structure in vertical
section.

But to obtain the true paleocurrent direction

different methods are employed.
Paleoflow directions are obtained from crosslaminated sands by cutting a horizontal shelf into the
deposit, approximately 1 m. square, parallel to the
primary surface of accumulation.

This method exposes

the ripple structure and the internal cross-laminae
which can be used to obtain paleocurrent directions.
In horizontal section, trains of asymmetrical smallscale ripples produce internal laminae paralleling
the ripple crest (see fig* 4 ) * For these straightcrested ripples, paleoflow direction is normal to the
strike of the laminae appearing in plan view and
parallels the maximum dip of the cross-laminae in
vertical section.

On the other hand, linguoid ripple

forms produce small-scale, elliptically shaped troughs
whose long axes lie parallel to the flow direction*
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These troughs are filled with curved cross-laminae which
are concave downcurrent (see fig. 5)• Here the paleoflow
directions are obtained by measuring the azimuth of a
line normal to the point of maximum curvature of the
internal laminae in each trough*
Trough cross-bedded sands, tabular crossbedded sands and planar cross-bedded gravels are
large-scale sedimentary structures.

For small-scale

cross-lamination it is possible to use a horizontal
shelf to expose a number of individual ripple structures for paleocurrent measurements.

This technique

is rarely feasible for the large scale sedimentary
structures and was not attempted here.

It is the

internal cross-stratification, observed in vertical
section, which allows the determination of paleoflow
direction from these large-scale primary sedimentary
structures*
Direct measurements of the paleoflow orientation could not be obtained from these large-scale
structures*

This necessitated a different approach

to the problem.

In this case, two vertical faces

within the same stratigraphic unit were selected,
oriented at 90° to one another.

Then the amount of

dip and the apparent dip direction of one cross-bed,
continuous from one face to the other was measured
in each face.

These two measures of dip and apparent
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dip direction were then plotted on a stereographic
or Wulff net, and rotated about %he central point of
the net to determine the true dip and direction*
This procedure was employed for trough cross-bedded
sands, tabular cross-bedded sands and cross-bedded
gravels*
4.3.2#

PILOT STUDIES TO DETERMINE SAMPLE SIZE
As Rao and Sengupta (1970, p.533) point out

"cross-bedding foreset dip directions are known to
provide one of the most dependable clues to the
paleocurrent*

For efficient and economical sampling

of foreset dip directions in a profusely cross-bedded
formation, it is essential to know the minimum number
of observations which would give a mean direction with
specified precision for the whole formation*11

Pilot

studies were carried out to determine the number of
azimuth measurements required to provide a vector
resultant that was within the 95$ confidence interval
for a £ 20° range about the true population mean*
This type of preliminary study was conducted for each
type of primary sedimentary structure used to obtain
paleocurrent data*
For example, a well preserved section of cross
laminated sand was used to obtain a preliminary sample
of paleocurrent measurements*

A simple procedure
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suggested by Raup and Miesch (1957) was adopted for
providing a fairly reliable means of indicating when
sufficient paleocurrent measures had been collected*
By plotting the azimuths in histogram form, the distribution of an increasing number of measurements was observed
until the distribution approached a normal bell-shaped
curve, at which time it was assumed that sufficient
measurements had been acquired.

For cross-laminated sands,

an initial sample of fifty measurements revealed this
normal bell-shaped distribution very well.
After the paleoflow data were collected for the
four pilot studies the variance and standard deviation
were determined using the equation:
2
S^ =

p

where S
n

n

2
(x. - x)Vn - 1

z
i=l
* variance
= sample size

(1)

x

~ vector mean azimuth i.e. vector resultant
(Curray, 1956)

X£

~ individual azimuths.

Once the standard deviation was determined and the level
of confidence chosen (here the 95% level), the range
within which the true population mean azimuth would fall
could be determined using the following expression
(Krumbein and Graybill, 1965, p. 165):
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~
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s

=

standard deviation

ta

=

tabled studentfs t value
for m degrees of freedom

m

=

n - 1 degrees of freedom

d

=

azimuth range.
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Thus, if the standard deviation is known along with the
level of confidence, the sample size necessary can be
determined by simply specifying the azimuth range desired
about the true population mean azimuth*
This procedure was used to determine the appropriate sample size for all four types of primary sedimentary structures.

The calculations for each pilot study

are presented in Appendix B #

It was found by specifying

a - 20 degree range about the vector resultant at the 95%
level of confidence, that eleven azimuth measurements were
sufficient for both cross-laminated and trough cross-bedded
sands; four for tabular cross-bedded sands and fine gravels,
while ten measurements were required for large-scale, crossbedded gravels*
4.3.3.

PALEOCURRENT RELIABILITY
Presently, there is some debate as to the reliabil-

ity of certain primary sedimentary structures as indicators
of the true paleocurrent direction in sedimentary deposits*
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High and Picard (1974) suggest that trough cross-stratification of all sizes more accurately reflects the channel
direction than planar cross-stratification.

Smith (1972)

indicates that a considerable portion of a bar slip face
is not oriented perpendicular to the currents passing over
it and the resulting planar cross-stratification is not a
true indicator of the current direction.

On the other xhand,

Meckel (1967) compared tabular and trough cross-bedding dip
azimuth variability and found that the tabular form indicated
a much more uniform flow direction than the trough crossbedded foresets which revealed a wide scatter.

Dott (1970)

also suggests that trough cross-bedding accounts for the
large dispersion in many paleocurrent data.

Shaw (1972)

found that both trough and tabular cross-stratification
showed good agreement when used as paleocurrent indicators.
Thus, any conclusive decision on the reliability of one
form versus the other is difficult to make.
But, if the number of measurements required to
define the vector resultant to within - 20 degrees of the
true paleoflow direction is any indication of the reliability of the primary sedimentary structures as paleoflow
indicators, the following sequence may be suggested.
Tabular cross-bedded sands require only 4 measurements
and therefore may be more reliable as a paleoflow
indicator, than the other three forms.
support Meckelfs (1967) findings.

This seems to

For cross-bedded gravels,
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10 measurements must be taken to obtain a vector resultant
within - 20 degrees of the true paleoflow direction.

Thus,

the cross-bedded gravels may be less reliable, as paleoflow
indicators, than the tabular sands but only slightly more
reliable than the trough cross-bedded and cross-laminated
sands which both require 11 measurements.

The equal sample

size requirements for both trough cross-bedded forms may
confirm High and Picard!s (1974) contention that trough
cross-stratification of all sizes reflect paleoflow direction equally well.
4.3.4.

CALCULATION OF THE VECTOR RESULTANTS
Once the paleocurrent data was collected in the

field the vector resultant for each sample was determined.
A computer program developed by Fox (1967) using SteinmetzTs
(1962) equations for calculating the vector resultant and
the vector magnitude was employed.

Because only two dimen-

sional data without dip angles were used for calculating the
vector resultant and magnitude, Steinmetzfs (1962) equations
provide the same result as Currayfs (1956) formulae.

These

formulae of both Steinmetz and Curray are presented in
Appendix B, Table 7 and 3, for the purpose of comparison.
The results of these calculations are listed in
Appendix B, Table 9.

The vector resultant and the vector

magnitude, the latter converted to a percentage value using
CurrayTs (1956) formula (equation 15, Appendix B), have
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been tabulated.

The type of primary sedimentary structure,

sample size, standard deviation, azimuthal range of the raw
data and the Rayleigh test probability of randomness (Curray,
1956) have been included in this table as well.

The

Rayleigh test is used to test the sample for preferred
orientation against the null hypothesis of uniformity of
directions (Sanderson, 1973).

The Rayleigh test value

indicates the probability of the sample data being derived
from a chance sampling of a random population.
The vector resultants and the corresponding vector
magnitudes are of primary interest when attempting to recontruct the ancient paleoflow systems. Therefore to avoid
confusion and simplify any map which might reveal the overall
paleocurrent patterns, the general paleocurrent trend at each
site was established.

This was accomplished by incorporating

all the available paleoflow directions at each site into one
large sample and determining the vector resultant.

These

vector resultants or paleocurrent trends, along with the
vector magnitude in percent are listed in Appendix B, Table
10 and have been plotted on Figure 23. The magnitude of the
vector resultant was converted to a percentage value so that
the strength of the various components of flow can be compared visually.
Unfortunately, this method of presenting the
paleoflow trends introduces a bias in terms of the magnitude
of the vector resultant.

At many locations only one sample

Fig. 28. — The distribution of the various paleocurrent
trends in the study area. The figure at the base of each vector
is the number of individual directional measurements taken and
the letters represent the facies types from which the data were
collected.
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of paleoflow measurements from one type of primary structure was available.

The paleocurrent trend here is simply

the vector resultant of one sample of data.

On the other

hand, where a large number of paleoflow samples could be
obtained, from all four primary sedimentary structures,
the paleocurrent trend established is based upon the
vector resultant of all the samples combined.

As Allen

(1966, p. 1S6) points out n...a paleocurrent system
cannot be fully specified in terms of its directional
and dynamic aspects by reference to a single type of
bed form or internal structure, for each bed form of an
association would appear to relate to only one rank of
flow-vector field in the hierarchy of fields that was
very likely present in the flow system."

Thus although

the vector magnitude for a single sample from one type
of primary sedimentary structure may be very high, the
paleocurrent trend based upon samples from all four
sedimentary structures may reflect the true paleoflow
trend more reliably even though the vector magnitude
may be less.
A case in point is pit 39, where the vector
magnitude, which is based on about $00 individual
paleocurrent measurements from all four primary
sedimentary structures, may be less than the vector
magnitude of a single sample of cross-laminated sand
at another location.

The inherent variability
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associated with each type of primary sedimentary
structure and the spatial distribution of the various
sample sites within the pit itself (fig. 29) combine to
reduce the magnitude of the vector resultant. But when
the paleocurrent trend is based on only one sample from
one type of structure at one location, only the variability within that sample itself affects the magnitude of
the vector resultant.

Therefore, the number of paleo-

current measurements and the types of sedimentary structure from which they have been obtained (i.e. facies
types, C, E, land/or L) is indicated along with the
paleoflow trend at each site on Figure 2S.
Pit 39 also provided an excellent opportunity
to examine the variation in paleoflow direction inherent
in cross-laminated sands. A section of fine crosslaminated sands (types A and B) oriented generally
north-south parallel to the central ridge of gravel,
is observed along the eastern edge of the pit. A
section 4 m. high and 15 m. long at the southern end
of the section was chosen for intensive sampling. A
metric grid, 3 m. by 15 nu was sketched onto the face.
One site was selected at random from the three levels
available at each meter along the face. The distribution

^The upper 2 m. of the face could not be sampled
due to height restrictions.
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Fig* 29. — The spatial variability
in paleocurrent directions at pit 39 in the
Hawkesville moraine*
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of these sampling sites along the section are indicated
in Figure 30.
Of the fifteen samples taken here the maximum
azimuthal range of ISO individual measurements is only
88 degrees between 112 degrees and 200 degrees*

The

azimuthal range between the vector resultants of the
fifteen samples is much less, only 11 degrees between
157 degrees and 168 degrees*

Fifteen more samples,

collected at five meter intervals along the remainder
of the section north of the test site, reveal a larger
range in vector resultant direction of 53 degrees between
142 degrees and 195 degrees*

But throughout the entire

length of the bed of cross-laminated sand a strong southsoutheasterly component of flow is apparent*
4.3.5.

THE PALEOCURRENT PATTERN WEST OF THE GRAND RIVER
Upon examination of the paleocurrent trends,

(see fig. 28) a strong southerly component of flow is
observed in the northern portion of the study area
associated with the Elmira moraine.

The westerly

paleoflow direction in the northernmost corner of
Pilkington township (pit 22) is based on only 4 measurements
of trough cross-bedded sands*

This rather anomalous flow

direction may be a function of the location of the pit.
It is found in a low terrace adjacent to an east-west
trending meander of a tributary of Carroll Creek. The

SOUTH

NORTH

CROSS-LAMINATED S A N D

Q

•

15m

Fig. 30 — Sample site used to investigate
the paleoflow variability within a bed of crosslaminated sand at pit 39.
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modern stream may be responsible for the deposition* of
these sands and would therefore account for the flow
direction normal to the general north-south flow trend
in this area.
The southerly component of flow observed throughout the Grove-Brubacher series and the two small pits
(30 and 31) farther south, is reflected strongly by the
magnitude of the vector resultants at each site. Paleoflow directions associated with the two pits (32 and 33)
in the esker ridge running north-south across the PeelWoolwich township line indicate strong southerly and
southeasterly paleoflow directions as well.

To the south

of this esker a southeasterly flow trend is observed in
pits 34, 35 and 36.

The same southerly trend is apparent

in pits 23 and 24 east of the Elmira moraine.

A south-

westerly flow direction is still evident at pit 37 just
north of Elmira.
A strong southerly component of flow is observed
in the Hawkesville moraine.

The northern pits in the

ridge indicate a south-southeasterly paleoflow direction
as opposed to a more southwesterly trend of the southernmost exposure.

This may suggest a slightly divergent

flow laterally away from the central topographic high of
the feature.

Overall, the southerly paleocurrent trend

indicates that this flow system may in fact be associated
with the flow system to the north which exhibits a similar
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north-south paleoflow trend.
4.3.6.

THE PALEOCURRENT PATTERN EAST OF THE GRAND RIVER
In the eastern part of the study area (see fig. 28)

a westerly component of flow appears.

The strong westerly

trends here are for the most part associated with those
segments of the Guelph, Ariss and Eramosa eskers observed
The eskers themselves, have an east-west

in the area.

orientation but the paleocurrent data provide

the sense

of direction*
An apparently anomalous southerly component of
flow in the eastern portion of Pilkington townships at
pit 2 is observed.

Although it would be easy to suggest

that the small sample obtained from only one structural
type may not accurately represent the true flow direction,
a north-south reduction in maximum pebble diameter within
the pit indicates that this in fact may be the true flow
direction.

On the basis of Karrowfs (1968)

research in

the area, this pit is located in outwash gravels adjacent
to Cox Creek which occupies an old glaciofluvial spillway
oriented generally north-south at this location.

Glacial

meltwaters flowing down this spillway may have imparted a
southerly component of flow upon these gravels but farther
south this localized flow field may have been incorporated
and lost within a more prominent westerly flow system.
South and west of the esker segments, in pits
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11, 12, 19 and 20 (fig. 3 ) , the paleoflow trends seem to
swing more toward the southwest.
outwash gravels (Karrow, 1968).

These pits are cut into
This southwesterly swing

in paleoflow direction may be a response to the regional
paleoslope or indicate that the flow system which deposited
the outwash gravels was somewhat different from that which
produced the eskers in the area.

This is certainly feasible

considering that eskers represent the ice-contact environment and the outwash gravels a proglacial environment.
Thus the influence of both environments may have contributed to the overall paleoflow system in the eastern
portion of the study area.
4.3.7.

THE SOUTHERN COMPLEX ALONG THE C0NEST0G0 RIVER
In the southwestern portion of Woolwich township

five pits (42, 43, 44, 45 and 46) have been grouped together, not because they reveal a specific component of
flow, but because they cannot be associated readily with
any of the other flow systems observed.

These pits

exhibit five different paleoflow directions. What is
proposed is that all but pit 43 may be spillway deposits
associated with the discharge of glaciofluvial meltwaters
down the Conestogo and Grand River valleys.

Pit 43 is

located in a low terrace along Martin Creek some distance
from the Conestogo River.

The flow direction observed

here is opposite the flow direction of the modern stream
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,and therefore it seems unlikely that these deposits
represent recent alluvium.

The influence of a different

flow system associated with the Waterloo kame moraine to
the south might account for paleoflow direction here
although this is only speculative.
Generally then, it seems that the Grand River
valley may in part represent the line of demarcation
between the two components of flow.

In the south

central portion of the study area a southerly regional
paleoslope may be indicated by the southwesterly
paleocurrent trends found in pits 19, 20 and 37.
Paleocurrent data provides the best indicator
of flow direction within the glaciofluvial complex in
Woolwich and Pilkington townships.

In fact, it is these

paleocurrent trends which can be used to aid in the
interpretation of the trends and distributions indicated
by the facies types, clast size and indicator pebbles.

CHAPTER 5
A GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
5#1

Environments of Deposition
Each type of glaciofluvial deposit represents

a somewhat different sedimentary environment in relation
to the position of the ice margin. Esker sediments
were deposited in an ice-contact environment behind
the ice front. Deposits of ice-contact stratified drift
occurred immediately adjacent to the ice margin while outwash sands and gravels were deposited at a more distal
location beyond the terminus of the ice front.
Morphologically, the eskers in the study area
are readily identified, appearing as narrow, sinuous,
sharp-crested ridges.

The eskers are composed primarily

of coarse massive gravels with gravel clasts ranging in
average size from 11 to 23 cm. Generally, a downcurrent
decrease in clast size is observed along the length of
the eskers while the paleocurrent directions are found
to parallel the trend of the esker ridges.

The finer

facies types are concentrated at the downcurrent end
of the eskers or along the flanks adjacent to the massive gravel core.
The sedimentology of the esker deposits is
fairly simple. Behind the ice front, where the esker
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streams were confined to subglacial tunnels, deposition
occurred in the form of coarse massive gravels. The
relative lack of finer facies types indicates a high
energy environment where the fines were in large part,
flushed away as suspended load*

The minimum flow

velocity necessary to initiate the movement of the gravel
sized sediments 11 to 23 cm. in average b-axis diameter,
was in the order of at least 3 to 4 m./sec. Where the
esker streams emerged from the ice margin a marked change
in facies types occurred from coarse massive gravels into
trough cross-bedded sands, cross-laminated sands and
even horizontally bedded sand-silt-clays.

This abrupt

change in facies types, as exemplified in the Guelph
esker, represents a rapid decrease in flow velocity and
flow competency as the result of flow expansion where
the esker stream debouched from the ice front.

These

finer sediments may have been deposited subaqueously
as a glaciolacustrine delta or subaerially as an outwash
fan.

The finer esker sediments may grade downcurrent

into outwash sands and gravels.
The outwash sands and gravels are characterized
by the regular flat surface morphology and a diversity
of facies types.

The crude horizontally stratified

gravels represent a major facies type and suggest that
deposition occurred in the proximal reaches of a braided
outwash system.

These gravels were transported over the
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surface of accumulation during high flow discharge when
depth and sediment size were comparable.

Estimates of

the flow velocity and flow depth substantiate such an
interpretation.

The outwash gravels ranged in average

size from 9 to 23 cm. and when this information was
used with the Hjulstrom (1939) diagram, flow velocities
in the order of 3 to 4 m./sec. were obtained.

Velocities

of this magnitude are suggestive of high discharge
conditions.

Minimum estimates of flow depth were acquired

using bed thickness as an indicator.

Thus, although the

beds of crudely stratified gravel exhibited a total thickness of 3 to 4 m. the rudimentary bedding within these
gravel units was only 30 to 50 cm. thick.

Therefore, with

flow depths in the order of 30 to 50 cm. and flow velocities
of 3 to 4 m./sec, gravels of the size range observed in
the outwash deposits, would probably be moved and deposited
as sheet-like masses of sediment.
The cross-bedded gravels and finer facies types,
which have been identified as outwash deposits in a number
of pits, may represent local changes in the sedimentary
environment which,occur in association with topographic
irregularities on the outwash surface and fluctuations
in discharge.

These facies types are not restricted to

any one location within the outwash deposits but are
observed almost haphazardly throughout the sediments.
The range of estimated flow velocities is substantial,
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from approximately 15 cm./sec. for the finer facies types
to at least 3 to 4 m./sec# for the cross-bedded gravels*
Flow depths of at least 2 to 3 m. are necessary to permit
cross-bedded gravels to develop.

The variability in

paleocurrent directions observed within the outwash
sediments may be a function of these local changes in
sedimentary conditions.

The paleocurrents are much more

variable than those evident in the other deposits. In
fact, a relatively wide range of paleocurrent directions
may be characteristic of the glaciofluvial outwash deposits
(see Table 9, Appendix B)#
The glaciofluvial deposits of the Elmira moraine
constitute another distinctive group of sediments which
have been interpreted as ice-contact stratified drift.
The deposits at the extremities of the moraine reveal
important sedimentological differences and are best
discussed separately.
The northern end of the Elmira moraine exhibits
the irregular hummocky topography often ascribed to icecontact stratified drift (Karrow, 196S; Cowanf1975)#
This type of terrain may be the result of kettle hole
formation where stagnant blocks of ice, buried in the
glaciofluvial sediments, subsequently melted away
producing a series of local depressions.

If this is

the case, as the supporting ice disappeared, deformation
and collapse of thie surrounding sediments would have
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occurred, especially along the margin of the kettles.

The

lack of such deformation in any of the pits in this portion
of the moraine makes the interpretation of these depressions
as kettle holes in the classic sense, debatable.

Primary

deposition between blocks of stagnant ice at the terminus
of the ice front seems to be ruled out as well because of
the absence of deformational structures.
An alternate explanation for this type of terrain
may be that the primary surface of accumulation was basically
a relatively flat surface dissected locally by a number of
glaciofluvial streams.

Church (1972) observed this type

of situation on the Baffin Island sandur.

He noted that

in the proximal zones of the sandur only a few well defined
main streams were present and local relief was in the order
of 1 or 2 nu

Evidence of stream channel activity, in the

form of trough cross-bedded gravels was found in the
glaciofluvial sediments (see fig. 19) and locally the
relief in this area may exceed 5 m# but generally ranges
between 2 and 4 m.

This data may be comparable with

Churchfs (1972) observations.
Another possibility which could conceivably
account for the hummocky terrain is primary deposition,
subglacially, where the basal irregularities of the ice
mass shaped the surface morphology.

Unfortunately the

distinction between subglacial and proglacial drift is
problematical and this makes discrimination difficult
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if not impossible.
Thus the irregular hummocky topography observed
in this portion of the Elmira moraine can be interpreted
in a number of ways.

The best interpretation may involve

only one of these proposals or a combination of two or
more.

Alternatively, some other interpretation, not

envisioned here, may be more suitable.
In any case, the glaciofluvial deposits of this
portion of the Elmira moraine exhibit several interesting
characteristics.

The paleocurrent directions obtained

from the primary sedimentary structures are oriented
consistently southward coincident with the north-south
axis of the feature.

This unidirectional trend suggests

a sedimentary environment in which the various components
of flow are well organized, directing the movement of
meltwater discharge and sediment across the surface of
accumulation along primarily one line of flow.

In

conjunction with this unimodal flow direction, a downcurrent decrease in gravel clast size was identified
along with an increase in the volume of the finer facies
types.
The clast size at the northern end of the feature,
where the tabular cross-bedded gravels predominated, was
33 cm. but decreased to about 18 cm. in the south where
the trough cross-bedded gravel appeared as the coarsest
facies types. Generally, gravel clasts of this size
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were probably transported and deposited only during
maximum discharge conditions but the downcurrent decrease
in size represents a reduction in the minimum flow
velocity required to initiate movement from approximately
4 m./sec. to about 3 m./sec. Where the sandy facies
types appear flow velocities as low as 15 cm./sec. may
have occurred.

Flow depth, as estimated from the thickness

of the tabular and cross-bedded gravels, was at least 2 to
3 m. but may have varied substantially, especially when
considering the finer facies types.
The downcurrent increase in the finer facies
types and a concurrent decrease in the volume of coarser
sediments, observed at this location in the Elmira moraine,
suggest that at least locally a proximal to distal trend
in the distribution of the sedimentary facies types occurred.
This may be a function of sediment size sorting, more than
anything else, as the result of a downcurrent reduction
in the flow velocity and possibly flow depth.

The fines,

which were flushed away as the result of the higher energy
conditions in the proximal reaches of the flow system,
were eventually deposited downstream in the more distal
reaches.
The Hawkesville moraine is readily distinguishable
from the surrounding' terrain as a topographically positive
landform.

As a positive landform, the Hawkesville moraine

is similar to the northern portion of the Elmira moraine,
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but the former exhibits a more definite linearity of form*
The irregular depressions found along the flank of the
moraine tend to accentuate the abrupt change in slope
between the surrounding terrain

and the the ridge itself,

particularly along the eastern margin of the moraine.
This steep slope may be an ice-contact' slope where the
irregular depressions represent a series of interconnected
kettle holes or it may simply mark the position of a somewhat irregular but continuous ice front at one point in
time during the formation of this feature.

If this is the

case, evidence of deformation and collapse would be expected
in the glaciofluvial sediments.

On the other hand, this

steep slope may represent the primary slope of deposition
in conjunction with the formation of high angle foreset
bedding at the front of a coarse grained delta. Evidence
of gigantic foresets would verify this suggestion.
Unfortunately, it has been in this portion of the moraine
that the gravel pit operators have concentrated their
activities and consequently evidence for either an icecontact slope or alternatively a primary slope of
accumulation is unobtainable.

The lack of structural

deformation and collapse at any of the exposures in the
moraine, the presence of gigantic gravel foresets along
the western flank of the moraine and the fine-grained
deltaic sediments identified east of this steep slope all
point towards the second proposal of a primary slope of
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accumulation but only direct sedimentological evidence
can provide the solution for this problem.
Internally the Hawkesville moraine exhibits
basically the same range of sedimentary facies types as
the northern section of the Elmira moraine, but the truly
predominant facies type was the tabular cross-bedded gravels.
These gravel facies occurred centrally along the northsouth axis of the moraine.

The individual beds of tabular

cross-bedded gravels were 2 to 4 m. thick and the average
clast size ranged from 17 to 32 cm.

Overall, clast size

declined both laterally, east away from the top of the
moraine and south along the moraine.

Adjacent to this

gravel core along the margin of the moraine, sediments
which have been interpreted as deltaic deposits occurred.
Gigantic gravel foresets were observed at two locations
along the western flank of the moraine while fine crosslaminated sands appeared to the east.

The beds of coarse

gravel foresets were 7 and 9 m. thick, respectively,
which indicates that a substantial depth of water was
present during sedimentation.

A reduction in the average

clast size was also apparent in these gravel foresets,
decreasing in Size from 45 cm. to 19 cm. south along the
moraine.

The paleocurrent directions exhibited a strong

southerly component of flow along the entire length of
the moraine, although a tendency to diverge somewhat from
this general trend was observed, specifically toward the
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south-southeast along the eastern flank of the moraine
and toward the south-southwest along the western margin.
Along the central axis of the moraine the
minimum estimates of flow depth and velocity indicate
that at peak discharge, when gravel sized material was
in transport, flow depth varied between 2 and 4 m. and
flow velocities were in the order of 3 to 4 m./sec.
The deltaic gravel foresets along the western margin of
the moraine indicate probable flow depths in excess of
10 m. and velocities of possibly 5 m./sec.

The cross-

laminated sands along the eastern margin of the moraine
appear in sharp contrast to the gravel foresets to the
west.

A significant reduction in flow velocity and flow

competency is reflected by these finer facies types. A
downcurrent reduction in clast size is accompanied by an
increase in the volume of finer facies types at the
southern end of the moraine.

This increase in finer

sediments may represent a proximal to distal trend in
the distribution of facies types as the result of
selective size sorting, somewhat similar to that observed
in the northern section of the Elmira moraine.

Unfortunately

no other exposures' or even well log data were available
further south to verify or repudiate the existence of such
a downcurrent fining trend at this location.
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5.2

The Glaciofluvial Complex
Initially the sedimentological characteristics of

the glaciofluvial deposits were examined in detail at each
sample site.

This data was then used to categorize the

glaciofluvial sediments into one of three sediment types;
ice-contact esker deposits, ice-contact stratified drift
or outwash sands and gravels.

The three types of glacio-

fluvial deposits were, for the most part, readily
discriminated, although the odd exception occurred where
the size of the exposure was limited and the facies types
were not diagnostic of any one specific sedimentary
environment.

Unfortunately the interrelationships and

associations between the various sedimentary types were
rarely observed.
Locally, two examples of what may be representative
of interfaces between sediment types, occur; one in the
Guelph esker and one in the Elmira moraine. Finer facies
types are found interfingering with the coarse gravel
core at the downcurrent end of the Guelph esker.
Approximately 1 km. west of this site, fine cross-laminated
sands are observed intercalated with coarse crude horizontally stratified gravels which have been identified as
outwash deposits.

Therefore, if the fines of the Guelph

esker and the outwash deposits are correlative
outwash interface may have been identified.

an esker-

In the Elmira
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moraine a proximal to distal fining trend of the facies
types occurs parallel to the downcurrent trends in paleoflow.

This is particularly well revealed in the northern

section of the moraine but is suggested in the south as
well.

In this case, the rapid proximal to distal change

is facies types may be characteristic only of the extreme
variability of the glaciohydrological regime at the icecontact margin of the ice mass or it may in fact represent
an ice-contact-outwash transitional association.
Although evidence of the transitional sedimentary
associations between the various types of glaciofluvial
deposits is meagre, the distribution of the sediments
themselves provide an overall impression of the glaciofluvial environments.

The esker deposits are concentrated

throughout the eastern section of the study area with
only one esker found west of the Elmira moraine.

The ice-

contact stratified drift, which forms much of the Elmira
moraine, is confined to the northern and western portions
of the two townships while extensive deposits of outwash
sand and gravel are found in greatest concentration
centrally within the study area.
It is this uneven distribution of the sediment
types which suggests that conditions along and within the
ice were different at different locations.

The Elmira

moraine is a prominent topographic feature and may mark
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the location of a Late Wisconsinan ice front.

To the

west of the ice-contact stratified drift, which forms
a large portion of the moraine, only one esker ridge
(pits 32 and 33, fig. 3) and a few isolated deposits of
outwash sediments occur.

This relationship suggests that

the glaciofluvial meltwaters which deposited these sediments
were not confined to conduits within the glacier but tended
to discharge more or less evenly along the margin of the
ice.

The rapid proximal to distal change in facies types

observed in these sediments may be the function of a downcurrent reduction in flow velocity and competency as well
as sediment size sorting and may, as already suggested,
represent a transitional association between the ice-contact
stratified drift and more distal outwash deposits.
The esker deposits, on the other hand, are found
primarily in the eastern portion of the study area. Here
deposition occurred subglacially along ice tunnels behind
the ice front.

The esker sediments indicate that the

glacial meltwaters were channelled into discrete conduits
beneath the ice prior to being discharged beyond the ice
front.

At such a location, the environments of deposition

change significantly and a transitional association of
facies types may develop.

Thus where ice-contact esker

sediments grade downcurrent into outwash deposits, a
transitional association similar to the Guelph esker
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sequence may be expected.
Overall the esker sediments represent an
environment of deposition which is much different from
the sedimentological conditions described in the Elmira
moraine.

This distinction in sedimentary types and

associations, east and west, may be a function of the
condition of the glacier ice.

If the ice mass is stagnant

or nearly so, faults and crevasses and other lines of
weakness may be rapidly enlarged by ablation over a period
of time and flow may percolate down through the ice to be
concentrated in subglacial tunnels.

On the other hand,

if the ice mass is in motion new ice is delivered to the
zone of ablation continuously and therefore melting, which
is concentrated at the ice surface and along the ice margin,
may not have been capable of establishing a system of feeder
channels through the ice to supply a subglacial tunnel.
5.3

Ice Lobe Sources
The distribution of the various indicator pebbles

failed to reveal any locational preferences which could be
attributed to any particular source of meltwater and sediment
(see fig. 26). The trends in clast size reduction proved to
be a more useful indicator of the directional qualities of
the glaciofluvial sediments than the indicator pebbles
themselves.

These trends may represent the effect of
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sediment size sorting and abrasion downcurrent from the
source of supply and therefore provide a means of
generalizing about the paleoflow system as a whole and
possibly about the ice lobe source.

It appears, upon

examination of the data (see fig. 27), that a north-south
reduction in clast size is found along the Elmira moraine
while an east-west trend in clast size reduction is notable
in the esker and outwash sediments to the east.
But the most important source of data related to
the definition of the paleoflow systems and the problem of
ice lobe origin is the paleocurrent information that was
extracted directly from the primary sedimentary structures
preserved in the glaciofluvial deposits.

It is important

at this point to realize that the primary sedimentary
structures are formed as the result of deposition by
glacial meltwaters and are not directly related to the
movement of the ice mass itself. Basically two assumptions
must be made before the paleocurrent data can be used as a
means of identifying ice lobe sources.

Initially, it is

assumed that the glacier ice achieved maximum thickness at
its source, for example in the bedrock basins of the Great
Lakes, and became progressively thinner towards the margins.
The ice spread outward and away from the source area in all
directions, primarily as the result of extrusion flow and
with little if any regard for the local slope of the terrain.
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In conjunction with this, it must be assumed that the
meltwaters which emerged from the ice margin maintained
the same general direction of flow as the ice mass.

The

directional component of the meltwater discharge, both
within the ice and for a considerable distance beyond the
ice margin, will be controlled by the hydrological regimen
of the ice mass.

Locally the regional slope will have

little or no influence on the flow direction as long as
the meltwaters reflect this hydrological control but as
the distance from the meltwater source increases the
influence of the hydrological regimen declines and the
local regional slope exerts an increasing control over
the direction of flow.
The paleocurrent trends reveal two distinct
components of flow (see fig. 23). A north-south paleoflow
system is found in association with the Elmira moraine and
an east-west pattern of paleocurrent directions occur in
the esker and outwash sediments to the east.

Some of the

other forms of data, such as the trends in clast size
reduction and the local fining trends in facies types
which provided only tentative identification of the paleoflow systems, revealed close correspondence to the paleoflow
trends derived from the paleocurrent analysis.

In addition,

evidence of a southwesterly component of flow appears in
the central portion of the study area. This flow direction
may indicate that the meltwaters from these two paleoflow
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systems converged in this general area and the combined
discharge acquired a southwesterly paleoflow orientation.
On the other hand, the southwesterly paleocurrent
trends observed in the outwash deposits in the center of
Woolwich township may represent the influence of the
regional paleoslope. Today the regional slope is generally
from north to south and if this is more or less indicative
of the regional paleoslope which was present during the
deposition of the glaciofluvial sediments, it could account
for the southwesterly deflection of the paleocurrent trends.
This location may have been far enough away from any source
of meltwater supply, either north or east, that the hydrological control was no longer the predominant factor
determining the paleoflow direction but had in fact been
superceded by the controlling influence of the regional
paleoslope. The eskers tend to be oriented east-west
across the regional paleoslope indicating that the
subglacial drainage was not controlled by the regional
paleoslope but by the hydrological regimen within the
ice mass.
Once the paleoflow systems were identified the
problem of distinguishing the ice lobe source(s) of
meltwater and sediment supply was considered.

In this

case, two different hypothetical models of ice lobe
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location and flow direction can be visualized which would
account for the paleocurrent pattern observed in the two
townships.
In one case, the paleocurrent pattern as a whole
may represent the meltwater discharge system of a single
ice lobe source.

The southwesterly paleocurrent trends

observed in the south-central portion of Woolwich township
may reflect the hydrological control of just one ice lobe
source situated to the north or northeast.

Therefore the

east-west flow trends exhibited by the eskers and outwash
deposits in the east and the north-south paleoflow directions
observed in the Elmira moraine to the west may simply be
subsystems of a more general paleoflow system oriented
towards the southwest.

An ice lobe with an irregular margin

may account for such a paleoflow system, particularly if
two small sub-lobes occurred at the ice front and these
tended to converge locally along a northeast-southwest
line running through the study area.

In this instance

these sub-lobes would be responsible for the two paleoflow
subsystems which eventually merged to produce an overall
southwesterly component of flow further south.

This south-

westerly paleoflow trend may therefore reflect the hydrological control of an ice mass to the northeast.
An ice lobe advancing out of the Lake Simcoe basin
or even Georgian Bay could be responsible for this paleoflow
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system.

But if this is in fact the case, a significant

change in the sedimentary environment must have occurred
within a relatively short distance along the ice front
to account for the variation in the sediment types across
the study area.

Sedimentological evidence indicates that

ice-contact stratified drift occurs preferentially in the
west and subglacial esker deposits are found primarily in
the east with outwash sands and gravels in between.
As discussed earlier, it was the uneven distribution
of the various sediment types which indicated that the
environments of deposition were different in the opposite
halves of the study area.

This fact in conjunction with

the identification of two distinct paleoflow systems
suggests a second model of ice lobe origin and flow
directions.

In this case, two distinct ice lobes are

proposed rather than one. An ice lobe source to the east
would have been responsible for the paleoflow system
associated with the esker and outwash deposits while a
north or northwesterly ice lobe source would have provided
the meltwaters and sediments necessary to establish the
paleoflow system of the Elmira moraine and vicinity.

The

hummocky terrain of the Elmira moraine may represent an
ice front location while the transitional association
observed between the esker and outwash gravels may represent
an ice marginal site as well.

Eeyond these proposed ice
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front positions the discharge from the respective ice lobe
sources converged to produce the southwesterly paleocurrent
trends observed in the central portion of the study area.
The regional paleoslope, if similar to the north-south
slope observed today, may have had some influence on the
paleoflow directions in this area as well.

Thus a

combined Huron-Georgian Bay lobe moving out of the north
or northwest may account for the paleoflow system in the
west while an Ontario lobe advancing from the east could
have produced the paleoflow system in the east.
5.4

Independent Evidence of Ice Lobe Activity
In the previous discussion, an attempt was made

to identify the ice lobes active in Woolwich and Pilkington
townships using evidence extracted from the glaciofluvial
deposits alone. Two hypothetical models were presented
but no reference was made to any other independent sources
of evidence which could be employed to obtain a reasonable
approximation of the number of ice lobes active in the area
as well as the direction of ice lobe movement.

But upon

examination, it became evident that as a supplementary
source of information, this independent evidence provided
support for the second model which suggests that two ice
lobes traversed the area, one from the north or northwest
and one from the east.
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Independent evidence for an eastern ice-lobe
source is relatively abundant.

The Guelph drumlin field

occurs just east of the study area and in fact, three or
four drumlins associated with this field are found in the
eastern corner of Pilkington township (see fig. 3)#

Karrow

(196$) points out that the long axes of the drumlins indicate
ice flow direction.

He found that in the Guelph area the

drumlins trend from almost due west to northwest indicating
a faning-out of the ice lobe from the Lake Ontario basin.
Glacial fluting has been observed at several locations west
of the Grand River by Karrow (1963).

These flutings are

oriented generally parallel to the trends of the drumlin
axes and are believed to indicate ice-movement from the
southeast (Karrow, 196S).

The Gait-Paris moraine, east of

Guelph, runs generally north-south, and represents a stillstand of the Ontario ice-lobe during the Port Huron Stadial.
The Breslau moraine, identified by Karrow (1963), is located
along the eastern edge of the study area normal to the
eskers.

It may represent an ice-front position as well but

of slightly greater age than the Gait-Paris complex.

The

esker ridges in the eastern portion of the study area
trend generally east-west and appear to converge toward
the west in a manner somewhat suggestive of the tributary
system of a natural stream.

The esker segments south of

Elmira exhibit the same east-west trend and have been
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attributed to deposition during the retreat of the Ontario
ice lobe (Karrow, 1971)•
To the west, independent evidence of a north or
northwesterly ice lobe source is relatively meagre and
identification of such a lobe, inductively, using only
the evidence within the study area, would be rather
difficult.

The physiographic high and the linearity of

the Elmira moraine could be interpreted as the result of
deposition along the margin of a Huron-Georgian Bay ice
lobe similar to the Gait-Paris moraine.

But morphologically

at least, the Hawkesville moraine reveals a somewhat
anomalous form if the steep slope along the eastern margin
is interpreted as an ice-contact slope.

In this case, the

steep slope would suggest the presence of an ice mass to
the east rather than the west, opposite to what would be
expected if this feature was constructed by a HuronGeorgian Bay ice lobe from the north or northwest. But
the problematic origin of this slope has already been
alluded to during the discussion of the sedimentology of
the Hawkesville moraine and is pursued no further here.
Some other evidence which suggests that an ice lobe occurred
north and west of this location includes one short esker
segment running northwest-southeast across the Peel-Woolwich
township line and the presence of Karrow1s (1971) till C,
found in the northern and western corners of the two town-
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ships, which was deposited by ice from the northwest. Further
north and west, approximately 10 to 20 km. beyond the western
border of the study area, eskers and drumlin fields oriented
generally northwest-southeast provide a fairly reliable indicator of ice movement out of the northwest.
Independent evidence of any form to support the contention for a single ice lobe source from the northeast was
not observed. This fact tends to militate against the validity of the first hypothesis of ice lobe origin and direction
of flow.
5.5

Reassessment of the Methods Used

5.5*1.

THE FACIES DISTRIBUTIONS
The investigation of the sedimentological

characteristics of the glaciofluvial deposits and the
distribution of the sedimentary facies types revealed the
complexity of the glaciofluvial environment. Rapid
fluctuations in the flow discharge and sediment supply,
as indicated by the almost haphazard distribution of
intercalated and interbedded coarse and fine facies
types, appears to be characteristic of the glaciofluvial
environment.

But overall it was the sedimentological

characteristics of the deposits, in conjunction with
surface morphology, which permitted the differentiation
of the glaciofluvial complex into three fairly distinctive
categories.

The ice-contact esker deposits, the outwash

sediments and the ice-contact stratified drift of the
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Elmira moraine were distinguished, largely on the basis
of their internal sedimentary characteristics.

Therefore

an extensive examination and comparison of the sedimentary
facies types and their interrelationships is valuable
because it provides a new source of empirical data related
to the sedimentology of the glaciofluvial complex as a
whole.
Unfortunately the distribution of the facies
types in general, failed to indicate any simple proximal
to distal sequence which might have been of value in
identifying a specific source of meltwater and sediment
supply.

The fining trends observed in both the northern

and southern ends of the Elmira moraine provide inconclusive
evidence for any particular ice lobe source but in conjunction
with other forms of information, such as clast size and
paleocurrent data, may be useful.
5.5.2.

INDICATOR PEBBLES
The distribution of the indicator pebbles found

in the glaciofluvial deposits proved to be of little or no
value both sedimentologically and as a means of identifying
a specific ice lobe source of meltwater and sediment supply.
This is not to say that an intensive study of the penological characteristics of the glaciofluvial sediments
would be of no value.

In fact, such an investigation
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might well provide significant new data with particular.
relevance to the problem of associating the glaciofluvial
sediments with specific ice lobe sources. But what is
pointed out, is that on the basis of the limited amount
of data which could be collected here, no conclusive
evidence for any one ice lobe source could be established
using the Gowganda or jasper pebbles.

Obviously, the only

two examples of the jasper conglomerate found are restricted
to the Hawkesville moraine along the western border of the
study area (see fig. 26). This may represent a locational
preference but certainly no source of meltwater and sediment
supply can be extrapolated from such a limited data base.
The bedrock source of the jasper conglomerate has been
identified but whether or not this type of pebble is
associated with any one particular body of till, comparable
to the Gowganda-Catfish Creek association, has yet to be
established.

It can only be suggested that much more

evidence is required before any ice lobe source can be
identified on the basis of this data alone.
5.5.3

CLAST SIZE
The distribution of the large clasts in Woolwich

and Pilkington townships (see fig. 27) reveals a general
reduction in maximum clast size from north to south, west
of the Grand River valley and from east to west, to the
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east.

Thus if a decrease in clast size indicates the

downcurrent direction as pointed out by Pelletier (195$),
Pettijohn (1962) and Gustavson (1974) a northern source
of meltwater and sediment supply as well as an eastern
source are suggested by the trends in clast size reduction.
Unfortunately this may be an oversimplification because
all the trends in clast size reduction may not be synchronous
and therefore could have been produced by one ice lobe found
at a number of different locations at different times during
its recession throughout the area.
Clast size can be used to obtain a minimum estimate
of the flow velocity at one point in space and time within
the glaciofluvial complex.

These values may not be truly

representative of the general environmental conditions
throughout the glaciofluvial systems as a whole and
therefore are of limited value when the general sedimentological characteristics of the entire suite of deposits
are desired.
5.5*4

PALEOCURRENT DATA
The paleocurrent data is relatively easy to

obtain and can be used directly to reconstruct the ancient
paleoflow systems within the glaciofluvial complex. As
pointed out earlier, every attempt should be made to
obtain paleocurrent data from as many structural forms
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as possible at each location.

The more structural types

that can be employed to define the paleocurrent trend, the
greater the likelihood that this direction represents the
true orientation of the ancient paleoflow system.

The

paleocurrent trends provide the most useful source of
data in terms of extrapolation backwards toward a specific
ice lobe source and many of the downcurrent trends which
were only implied from the facies distribution or the
reduction in clast size alone are substantiated when the
paleocurrent data is included.
Therefore, of the four types of data examined
in this study, it appears that the sedimentology of the
glaciofluvial deposits is best revealed by facies analysis
and supplemented by paleocurrent information.

On the other

hand, evidence for the presence of two distinct ice lobe
sources of meltwater and sediments, specifically a HuronGeorgian Bay lobe and an Ontario lobe, is best obtained
from the paleocurrent data.

Subsidiary data in the form

of trends in clast size reduction and fining facies types
supplement the paleocurrent data and sedimentological
interpretation to some extent.

Unfortunately the distribution

of indicator pebbles is of little consequence sedimentologically
and fails to provide conclusive evidence of any particular
ice lobe source•

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
6.1

The Glaciofluvial Sediments
Three distinctive types of glaciofluvial deposits

have been identified, each with its own special morphological
and sedimentological characteristics.

The three morpho-

sedimentological types are (1) ice-contact esker sediments
deposited subglacially behind the ice front, (2) proglacial
outwash deposits and (3) ice-contact stratified drift
deposited immediately adjacent to the ice margin.

The

general characteristics of the glaciofluvial deposits have
been assembled from the data collected at each exposure.
Surficially, each type of deposit expresses an
individuality of form which makes it readily discernible
from the other sediment types. The eskers have surficial
expression as segmented linear ridges, the outwash sediments
are characterized by flat or gently rolling topography and
the deposits of ice-contact stratified drift exhibit an
irregular

hummocky terrain*
Internally, distinctive structural assemblages

occur which are characteristic of one kind of glaciofluvial deposit.

The esker ridges consist, for the most
166
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part, of coarse massive gravels and estimates of the flow
velocities necessary to entrain these gravel sized materials
are in the order of 3 to 4 m./sec. The paleocurrent
directions parallel the axes of the eskers very closely
and coincident with the paleoflow trends, a downcurrent
reduction in sediment grain size is frequently observed*
On the other hand, the diversity of sedimentary
facies types and the haphazard distribution of the facies
is a distinctive quality of the glaciofluvial outwash
deposits*

Crude horizontally stratified gravels occur

frequently but a wide range of other facies types appears
as well.

This diversity of facies types is also reflected

by the variation in flow depths, flow velocities and paleocurrent directions. Velocity estimates range from approximately 15 cm./sec. for sand sized materials up to 3 to 4 m./
sec. for coarse gravels. Flow depths characteristic of the
crude horizontally stratified gravels, are relatively shallow,
probably in the order of 30 to 50 cm. but depths of at least
2 to 3 m. are required to produce the large scale tabular
beds of cross-stratified gravel*

The paleocurrent directions

are scattered over a much wider range of azimuths than
those observed in either of the other two types of deposits.
Thus complexity and variability characterize the sedimentology of the outwash deposits.
The deposits of ice-contact stratified drift
exhibit some semblance of depositional order or sequence
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of sedimentation which does not appear in the other deposits.
Tabular cross-bedded gravels constitute the major facies
type but finer sediments occur with increased frequency
downcurrent.

This indicates that, at least locally, a

proximal to distal change in facies can be defined.

The

paleocurrent data demonstrate preferred orientations
which vary no more than a few tens of degrees from the
overall paleoflow trend*
are relatively

constant.

Water depths and flow velocities
Depth estimates are generally

3 to 4 m. but probably range from only a few centimeters
for some of the gravel facies types to at least 10 m. where
the gigantic gravel foresets appear in the Hawkesville
moraine.

Flow velocities of 3 to 4 m./sec. are the norm

but extremes of 15 cm./sec. or less and 5 m./sec. or more
probably existed*
In general, several observations about the glaciofluvial complex as a whole can be made.

Regardless of the

type of deposit, the coarse gravel sediments indicate that
flow velocities in the order of 3 to 4 m./sec. were common
throughout the glaciofluvial complex.

The distinctive

structural characteristics of the coarser sediments are
more a function of water depth than flow velocity or
sediment size because the gravels exhibit essentially
the same sediment size characteristics.

In the deposits

of ice-contact stratified drift flow depths remain
relatively constant between 3 and 4 m. but in the outwash
deposits depths fluctuate over a range of approximately
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2.5 m. between 0.5 and 3 m.

Unfortunately, reliable estimates

of depth cannot be obtained from the esker deposits because
it is impossible to determine if in fact the massive gravels
represent only one major depositional event or a number of
smaller minor events.

The paleocurrent data exhibit strong

directional preferences in the eskers and ice-contact
stratified drift but reveal a greater dispersion in the
outwash deposits.
A sedimentological model of the glaciofluvial
ensemble, integrating all three types of deposits, can be
visualized.

To the east, the meltwaters which deposited

the esker gravels, flowed for some distance beneath the
glacier ice before debouching beyond the ice front onto
an outwash plain.

A transitional association of finer facies

types marks the change from esker into outwash sediments.
Flow depths in the subglacial eskerine environment are
indeterminable but the estimates of flow velocity are
relatively constant.

The paleocurrent data and the trends

in clast size reduction reveal a meltwater discharge system
flowing west.

As the ice withdrew towards the east deposits

of outwash sediments were laid down at irregular intervals
amongst the esker deposits.
In the west, the relationship between the icecontact stratified drift of the Elmira moraine and the
outwash deposits is much more difficult to identify.
Here the north to south increase in finer facies types,
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as revealed in the northern section of the Elmira moraine
and to some extent in the Hawkesville moraine, indicates
a proximal to distal trend in facies types, which may
represent the transitional association between icecontact stratified drift and outwash deposits.

In contrast

to the eastern area, where the meltwaters were concentrated
in subglacial tunnels near the ice front, flow discharge
was distributed more uniformly along the length of the ice
margin.
p

Only one isolated example of an esker ridge is

observed west of the Elmira moraine.

The paleocurrent

data exhibit strong directional preferences southward
which correspond with both the trends in clast size
reduction and the north to south increase in finer facies
types.

Flow depths and velocities are relatively constant,

with the exception of the glaciodeltaic environment associated
with the Hawkesville moraine.
The proglacial outwash deposits lie between the
ice-contact stratified drift and the esker deposits.

For

the most part, these deposits exhibit the same paleoflow
trends as the ice-contact deposits which border them, but
as the two different paleoflow systems converge a southwesterly paleocurrent trend appears. Flow depths and
velocities vary considerably from one point to another
across the outwash surface and the diversity of facies
types are characteristic of the proglacial environment.
Thus one may conclude that this sedimentological
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model can account reasonably well for the distribution
of the three types of glaciofluvial deposits identified
in Woolwich and Pilkington townships.
6.2

The Lake Huron-Georgian Bay and Lake Ontario
Ice Lobes*
Two distinct paleoflow systems are identified

in the glaciofluvial deposits. These two flow systems
represent the movement of meltwaters and detritus outward
and away from two specific source areas.

In Woolwich and

Pilkington townships, two ice lobes were active.

A Lake

Huron-Georgian Bay ice lobe was responsible for the
deposition of the ice-contact stratified drift and part
of the outwash deposits in the northern and western sections
of the study area.

In the east, a Lake Ontario ice lobe

was responsible for the deposition of the eskerine deposits
and the remaining portion of the outwash sediments. Thus
when the sedimentological data is combined with the
independent evidence for a Lake Huron-Georgian Bay and a
Lake Ontario ice lobe, a strong case for the two ice-lobe
hypothesis can be presented.

A Lake Huron-Georgian Bay

ice lobe withdrew from this interlobate area toward the
north or northwest and the Ontario ice lobe retreated
eastward.

The large amounts of detritus available at

the waning ice margins were distributed downcurrent away
from the ice front by the meltwaters debouching from the
ice.
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6.3

Further Lines of Investigation
One important area of research remains to be

examined if a better understanding of the Late Wisconsinan
events in southwestern Ontario is to be obtained.

Karrow

(196#) has already alluded to the problem but it has not
been dealt with directly in this study.

The difficulty

is to determine how the glaciofluvial deposits and the
glacial tills are interrelated.

Do the glaciofluvial

sediments interfinger with the glacial tills?

Does each

glacial till have a distinctive glaciofluvial ensemble
associated with it?

Is there a simple till-glaciofluvial

sequence associated with each glacial episode and if so,
could the glaciofluvial end members be distinguished in
the Pleistocene stratigraphic record?

These are only a

few of the unanswered questions.
Unfortunately most man-made exposures are
developed primarily for economic reasons and are concentrated
in areas where relatively pure deposits of gravel or lacustrine clays exist. The areas of most interest stratigraphically, where the glaciofluvial deposits and the tills
may interfinger, are avoided with a passion by these
economic interests.

Thus an intensive bore-hole program

in these areas of interest, in conjunction with supplemental
information from well log records, may help to provide data
of great import to the Pleistocene research worker*
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APPENDIX A
METHODS AND RESULTS OF GRAIN SIZE ANALYS

Knuations for Calculating Folk Statistics
Equations for Calculating Inman Statistics
The Combined Sieve and Pipette Data
The Folk and Inman Statistics

l£2

TABLE 3
EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING FOLK STATISTICS (FOLK, 1966)

Graphic Mean Size (M )
M z - 016 + 050 + 064

(3)

Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation ( «j)

o

=

I

064 - 016
4

095-05
6.6

(4)

Inclusive Graphic Skewness (Skj)
S
kT
bK

I

= 016 t 064-2050
2(064-016)

+

05 + 0?5 - 2050
2(095 - 05) (5)

Graphic Kurtosis (KQ)
K

*G

-

095 - 0 5
2.44 x (075 - 025)

(6)

where 05 is the phi diameter at the 5th percentile, etc.
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TABLE 4

EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING INfoAN STATISTICS (INMAN,

Phi Mean D i a m e t e r

1952)

(Kw)
M

« 016 + 064

(7)

Phi Deviation Measure (aw)

0

064 - 016,
2

(6)

Phi Skewness Ilea s u r e (a^)

a . = 016 t 064 - 050
0
084 + 0 1 6

(9)

Phi K u r t o s i s Measure (6^)

!

0

(095 - 05) - (064 - 016)
(084 - 016)
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(10)

The Combined Sieve and Pipette Data
To obtain a continuous cummulative curve for
calculating the Folk(196£) and Inman(1952) statistics the
pipette and sieved data for four sediment samples were combined*

These samples included the cross-laminated

sands, the horizontally bedded couplets of sand-silt~clayf
and the two unsorted heterogeneous mixtures. The
total weight of each sample was recorded and the relative * eight for each size fraction was determined.
These relative weights were determined directl}/, for
that portion of t\ e sample which was coarser than +4.00,
using sieve analysis.

The relative weights, for that

portion of the sample finer than +4*00 were determined
using the pipette technique (Folk, 196$).

An example

of a combined sieve and pipette analysis, including
relative weights and cumulative and relative percentages,
for a sample of horizontally bedded sand-silt-clay couplets,
is nresented in Table 5 below.

1S5

TABLE 5
COMBINED SIEVE AND PIPETTE RESULTS FOR SAND-SILT-CLAY COUPLETS

Total SamPie 'eight » 36.07 gms
Phi
Value

V/eight
Value

Weight
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

1.5

.007

*019

,019

2.0

.007

.019

.036

?.5

.039

.107

.145

3.0

1.047

2.645

3.010

3.5

6.36?

22.676

25.6f»6

4.0

12.126

33.162

59.070

4.5

2.340

6.402

65.472

5.0

5.060

13.644

79.316

5.5

4.760

13.023

92.339

6.0

.410

1.122

93.461

7.0

1.260

3.447

96.906

6.0

.610

1.669

96.577

9.0

.5?0

1.423

100.000

Total
height
After
Analysis

36.550
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TABLE 6
THE FOLK (1963) AND INMAN (1952) STATISTICS

Sample

M^

M^

Horizontally
bedded
gravel

-3.13

-2.43

Esker
gravel

-2.33

Cross-bedded
gravel

Graded
gravel

°j

a

°0

Skj

0

~

2.79

—

.75

-2.14

—

2.97

~

.20

-2.52

-2.40

—

2.21

—

.16

-1.65

-1.65

1.08

.13

.0

Tabular
Cross-bedded
gravel

-1.43

-1.55

—

Trough
Cross-bedded
sand

1.81

1.8?

1#26

.57

-•29

Horizontally
stratified
sand

1.88

1.89

.59

.56

Cross
laminated
sand

3.47

3.55

.81

^- 22

'*-37 1.03

KQ

60

Massive
gravel

Sand-siltclay
couplets

187

.94

1.50

1.12

.07

3.97

4.69

.02

.0?

.95

.86

.79

.26

.28

1.09

.71
f

.97

.54

.45

1.03

.84

2.47

—

-.14

TABLE 6 ~
Sample

(Continued)

M2

Vty

Oj

Unsorted
mixture
(Pit 32)

3.23

3.16

—

Unsorted
mixture
(Pit 3?)

3.71

3.66

2.58 2.25
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i

a^

3.74

Skj

.

—

-.12

a^

K(J

30

-.06

-.08

1.51

1.31

APPENDIX B

METHODS AND RESULTS OF PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS

Pilot Studies to Determine Sample Size
Equations for Determining the Vector Resultant Azimuth
and Magnitude
Paleocurrent Data
Paleocurrent Trends
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Rippled Sand
Here 3 samples of 50 measurements each were obtained and the sample size required for a ±20 degree range was
determined.

Sample 1
n = 50

x = 316.041
.95(49) = 2 ' 0 1
^
n
J* = z (x. - x ) 2 / n
1

t

= i^6

= 3g0#74

S = 19.5

for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20

"st<y2 (m)
n =

2

T

- (19.5 x 2.01/20) 2
= (1.96) 2
n = 3.#4 OR 4 measurements

Sample 2
n = 50

t

.95(49) = 2 ' 0 1
s 2 m 21079 =

* = 2 ^°« 12 5
430#2

S = 20.74
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for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20°
n = (20.74 x 2.01/20)2
= (2.OS)2
= 4.34 OR 5 measurements

Sample 3
n - 50

fc

.95(49)

= 2

'01

*

=

92.956

S 2 = 1 ^7§°^ « 3220.47
S = 56.75

for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20°
n - (56.75 x 2.01/20)2
= (5.70)2
= 32.53 OR 33 measurements

For the 3 samples the combined standard deviation s was
determined by taking the mean of the total S from all
three samples. Thus
I = 32.33
for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20°
n = (32.33 x 2.01/20)2
= (3.249)2
= 10.56 OR 11 measurements
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Trough Cross--bedded Sand
raw data
111

136

144

174

200

109

168

142

184

172

170

168

im

162

171

177

223

85

216

146

154

188

133

183

179

n = 25

t 95(24) = 2.064
2
s

x - 166.403

= 2/*-|P = 1012.208

3 = 31.82
for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20
n = (31.82 x 2.064/20) 2
= (3.28) 2
= 10.78 OR 11 measurements
Tabular Cross-bedded Fine Gravel
raw data

n = 9

169

147

144

170

162

144

117

160

161

t

.95(8) =
2
s

2,3

°6

2 2 « ? 7 = 279.046
"ST
= 16.7
=

22

* = 152»^7
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for

azimuth range (d) equal to ±20
2
n « (16.7 x 2.306/20)
- (1.93)2
*= 3.72 OR 4 measurements

Cross-bedded Gravel
raw data

193

134

166

152

166

172

220

169

182

129
n = 10

t # 9 5 ( 9 ) = 2.262
S 2 = 6482.79
9

= 720.31

S = 26.84
for azimuth range (d) equal to ±20
n = (26.84 x 2.262/20)2
- (3.06)
= 9.36 OR 10 measurements
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J = 168.037

TABLE 7
STEINMETZ (1962) FORMULAE FOR DETERMINING
VECTOR RESULTANT AZIMUTH AND MAGNITUDE

The Azimuth of the Resultant Vector (A)
n
z sin x
A =arctan i-l
n
E
cos x
i=l

(!]_)

The Magnitude of the Resultant Vector (R)
R =

n
/(

E

sin x p

+(

1

n
z

Z

n

2

cos x P

COS x)

+ ( T.r,
i-1

+ (

i=l

sin y)

where n = number of azimuth measurements
x = individual azimuth
y = dip measurements-*

^No dip measurements were provided tlierefore the
calculations are very similar to Curray f s (1956) method
(see Table 8 ) . In fact the vector magnitude is converted
to a percentage value using Curray f s formula.
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(

TABLE 8
CURRAY'3 (1956) FORMULAE FOR DETERMINING THE
RESULTANT VECTOR A Z L UTh AND MAGNITUDE

The Azimuth of the Resultant Vector

( 0)

En sin 0
tan 0 =

(13 )
in cos 0

The Magnitude of the Resultant Vector (r)

/
r *

y(

1

;

zn sin 0 ) + ( in cos 0 )

(14)

The Magnitude of the Resultant Vector in Percent (L)

L « JL 100
En
where 0
n

= azimuth of each observation
~ number of observations
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(15)

TAELE 9
PALEOCURRENT DATA — WOOLV/ICH AND PILKINGTON TOWNSHIPS
Site
Number

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Rayleigh
Test Value

159°

<10"2

18.27

55

<10~4

97.45

13.06

50

<10'4

318.041

94.46

19.51

87

<10"15

50

280.125

94.10

20.18

81

<10" 15

8

182.962

90.50

27.16

79

278.175

73.67

52.78

103

11

1.510

52.46

65.83

203

<.05

I

14

193.545

72.71

46.26

136

<10"3

L

12

271.821

95.17

18.32

65

<10'4

L

12

237.982

95.58

18.09

62

<10'4

I

11

286.393°

66.46

52.95°

L

12

309.309

95.42

L

11

3OO.387

L

50

L

2

I

4

1

C
,•

I

1

Azimuthal
Range

3

TABLE 9 —
Primary
edimentary

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

fo

Structure

12

254.200°

93.08

22.55°

76°

<10 -4

L

12

250.436

87.67

30.31

SB

<10~3

L

12

269.524

88.17

29.72

89

<10" 3

L

12

287.505

95.58

18.02

61

<10" 4

I

12

193.837

83.50

35.38

109

<10~3

I

11

238.438

82.82

36.42

124

<10" 3

L

12

253.305

98.58

10.24

40

<10" 4

5

210.790

59.6O

61.20

154

12

270.144

98.50

10.29

37

6

213.909

70.83

50.75

127

<10 - 4

TABLE 9 —(Continued)
Primary
Sedimentary
structure

Sample
Vector
Vector
Size Resultant . Magnitude

Standard Azimuthal
Deviation
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

7~

L

12

226.877°

93.00

22.71°

78°

<10" 4

L

12

301.388

96.00

16.97

57

<10" 4

L

12

302.036

96.42

16.31

65

<10"4

I

5

158.386

98.80

9.74

20

L

12

284.056

97.67

13.05

38

<10" 4

I

11

266.353

72.46

47.05

153

<10"2

L

11

279.086

94.27

20.56

55

<10" 4

L

12

3.052

95.08

18.94

69

<10~ 4

L

12

340.132

92.08

24.11

73

<10" 4

I

16

125.162

74.94

61.29

252

<10"3

L

12

42.539

96.58

15.82

57

<10" 4

L

12

18.878

96.08

16.87

5^

<10"4

L

12

323.493

90.33

26.74

B8

<10" 4

TABLE 9 ~ (Continued)
Site
Number

17

19

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

i°

60.22

54.87°

168°

354.876

96.00

17.00
17.00

58
5^

<10~4

12
12

213.178

97.50

13.37
13.37

41
41

<10"*4

L

12
12

27.886

94.42

20.11
20.11

59
59

<10~4

L

12
12

291.326

96.00

17.15
17.15

56
56

<10"4

L

12

334.625

94.17
94.17

20.78
20.78

63

<10-4

I

12

216.449
216.449

68.08
68.08

53.07
53.07

192

<10" 2

L

12

240.063

95.33

18.39
18.39

54

<10" 4

12

208.839

92.00

24.29

75

<10~4

I

Q

L

12
12

L

20

16.319°

22

I

4

280.966

89.00

31.48

76

23

L

12

91.468

94.58

24.24

65

<10~4

TABLE 9 Site
Number

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Vector
Site "Resultant

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

fo

23
(cont'd)

I

5

231.619 C

64.40

59.77°

135°

24

I

15

105.338

40.47

79.85

313

E

5

151.446

93.40

23.42

63

I

7

196.605

80.43

40.03

111

8

219.669

87.13

32.79

99

5

171.143

95.60

19.30

48

L

50

92.956

72.12

55.21

281

E

9

152.870

96.30

16.71

53

L

12

199.858

97.92

12.24

42

<10'4

L

11

202.009

91.45

25.O6

62

<10" 3

L

12

209.477

98.17

11.56

39

<10" 4

L

12

177.503

99.00

8.59

29

<10" 4

25

26

>.05

<io- 1 0

Site
Number

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

(Continued)

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

12

189.891°

97.67

13.12°

49°

<10"4

12

222.221

94.58

19.87

69

<10"4

12

146.532

98.17

11.58

42

<10~4

15

157.095

82.67

36.37

138

<10"4

10

178.589

95.00

19.34

70

<10~3

11

165.945

84.27

34.73

115

<10~3

3

142.514

72.00

54.47

108

7

194.670

97.86

12.68

34

2

168.000

98.00

16.97

24

E

4

205.323

52.25

75.11

167

E

5

203.204

93.40

23.73

58

E

2

208.500

58.00

77.08

109

I

3

162.672

99.00

9.07

18

26
(cont'd)
27

Sample
Size

TABLE 9 -

L
L

I

28

I
E

TABLE 9 — (Continued)
Site
Number

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

Vector

Standard

Azimuthal

Rayleigh

Deviation

Range

Test Value

83.60

38.06°

104°

93.46

21.17

57

<10"4

90.75

26.09

75

<10"4

93.50

21.87

71

<10" 4

99.08

8.03

23

<10~5

87.25

33.76

69

93.08

22.47

66

Magnitude
29

30

ro

31

32

33

I

I

5

11

174.924°

190.883

L

12

186.487

L

12

196.413

L

12

171.165

I

4

70.859

L

12

148.678

34

I

1

155°

35

C

1

96°

<10~4

TABLE 9 Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

(Continued)
r

ector
:nitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

<

41.00

92.94°

308°

127.921

63.00

62.00

270

<10~2

12

209.827

96.83

15.11

46

<10~4

L

12

228.525

88.25

29.67

104

<10"3

I

6

129.921

49.00

74.85

192

—

I

5

279.121

61.60

72.88

222

—

L

12

120.765

99.08

8.01

30

<io~ 4

L

12

142.570

91.00

25.90

92

<10~3

L

12

133.959

94.67

19.69

5B

<10"3

I

11

173.879

79.09

40.06

112

<10"2

I

5

165.413

58.80

66.41

182

L

12

199.314

97.17

14.37

48

I

6

243.541

47.00

69.48

150

I

8

I

13

L

24.199°

...

—

<10~4
mmmm

Site
Number

TABLE 9 -

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

I

5

29.712

64.40

69.52°

L

12

256.584

94.67

19.85

73

<10" 4

L

12

177.553

92.25

23.90

81

<10~ 4

L

12

252.138

94.00

21.08

78

<10" 4

L

12

247.705

94.17

20.97

85

<1C" 4

L

12

265.COO

98.25

11.30

37

<10" 4

L

12

264.044

96.83

15.04

45

<10" 4

I

11

237.786

86.09

34.33

132

<10" 3

I

11

246.959

46.18

80.66

288

>.1C

L

12

239.199

94.50

20.08

66

<1C~4

L

12

202.875

96.17

16.63

56

<10" 4

I

4

215.736

96.50

17.27

33

I

5

122.537

77.00

45.54

111

L

12

291.301

89.83

27.51

90

<10-4

L

12

356.230

83.25

35.68

331

<10" 3

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

142°

__

—
«•• «

TABLE

9 —

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

L

12

108.970°

94.50

19.79°

67°

L

12

111.978

96.00

17.02

47

<10 -4
<10 -4

L

12

162.526

97.00

14.73

52

<1C~4

I

10

168.037

90.60

25.46

91

L

12

156.141

98.25

11.21

32

<10 -3
<10 -4

L

11

137.001

94.73

19.71

50

<10'- 4

I

6

134.312

86.33

33.50

90

I

9

146.698

76.11

43.39

115

E

5

170.697

90.00

29.00

72

L

12

192.123

96.33

16.60

63

<10 - 4

L

12

197.168

96.67

15.63

54

<in"4

L

12

176.070

98.25

11.34

41

<10' -4

0

185.282

93.00

24.05

65

L

12

167.774

96.75

15.40

48

<io -4

L

12

161.250

91.58

25.31

93

<io -4

y

Vector
Resultant

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude
<

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

TABLE 9 ~

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude
fo

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

L

12

166.511°

95.25

18.58°

64°

<X0"4

L

12

157.498

99.50

5.95

18

<10" 5

L

12

160.996

98.92

8.81

26

<10" 4

L

12

161.407

96.75

16.50

56

<10" 4

L

12

165.055

96.58

15.83

51

<10" 4

L

12

159.351

99.00

8.42

26

L

12

159.788

97.83

12.47

49

<10" 4
-4
<10 *

L

12

157.018

97.25

14.65

40

<10" 4 -

L

12

159.924

93.17

22.48

71

<10~ 4

L

12

168.152

94.83

19.48

68

<10" 4

L

12

159.308

92.25

24.06

87

<10" 4

L

12

159.761

94.25

20.69

84

<10" 4

L

12

146.318

93.83

21.26

62

<10" 4

L

12

151.547

92.17

24.00

78

<10'4

L

12

151.014

94.00

20.87

50

<10" 4

TABLE 9 ~ (Continued)
Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Vector
Vector
Standard Azimuthal Rayleigh
Size Resultant Magnitude Deviation
Range
Test Value
??

L

12

___153.155°_

92.25

23.95°

82

<10"A

I

11

134.216

96.73

15.48

57

<10"4

I

11

126.682

98.36

10.88

37

<10"4

E

5

146.405

97.40

14.52

34

L

12

172.106

98.25

11.25

33

<10~4

L

12

183.143

96.08

16.79

42

<10 -4

L

12

169.251

94.25

20.54

66

<10'4

L

12

165.383

95.50

18.05

57

<10~4

L

12

172.632

97.42

13.55

41

<10"4

L

12

182.461

95.25

18.56

50

<10"4

L

12

168.127

94.50

20.10

67

<10~4

L

12

163.134

93.00

22.58

70

<io~ 4

L

12

194.615

96.65

16.03

58

<10~4

L

12

160.078

95.67

17.81

56

<10'4

L

12

157.813

90.17

26.88

77

<10~4

—

TABLE 9 Site
Number

39
(cont'd)

O
oa

40

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Vector
Size
Resultant

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

%

L

12

146.137°

96.83

15.23°

44°

<10" 4

L

12

141.816

93.42

21.87

69

<10-4

L

12

159.962

97.00

14.77

50

<10~ 4

L

12

175.138

97.25

14.05

39

<10-4

L

12

155.326

99.25

7.40

20

<10" 5

C

32

160.768

74.94

43.81

181

<10" 5

C

12

173.721

38.83

82.54

295

>.20

L

12

150.633

96.25

16.52

59

<10~ 4

I

11

151.432

86.09

32.42

93

<10~ 3

L

12

177.990

94.08

20.88

67

<10'4

L

12

175.130

96.50

15.93

53

<10-4

I

6

128.902

36.00

81.65

177

L

12

153.555

97.42

13.71

45

<10" 4

I

11

146.285

40.55

73.46

I87

<10" 2

—

TABLE 9 -

(Continued)
Vector
Magnitude

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

Rayleigh
Test Value

Site
Number

Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

40
(cont»d)

L

12

257.512

98.58

10.21°

I

17

153.604

63.00

55.46

197

E

5

117.135

96.00

18.32

45

L

12

172.057

96.58

15.73

47

<10" 4

L

12

153.650

75.42

45.12

138

<10" 2

L

12

94.958

85.75

32.65

90

<10 - 3

L

12

172.594

96.42

16.25

61

<10" 4

I

13

251.438

89.75

36.40

130

<10* 4

E

5

231.163

95.80

18.40

42

L

12

I87.808

90.83

25.93

72

<10" 4

L

12

182.338

95.17

18.94

75

<10" 4

I

11

189.064

86.91

31.49

100

<10~3

I

12

200.919

72.67

57.18

246

<10~2

E

5

204.695

97.80

13.81

35

N3

O

41

30°

<10" 4
<10 - 2

TABLE 9 ~ (Continued)
Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

Sample
Size

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude
%

Standard
Deviation

Azimuthal
Range

I

12

181.197°

90.67

26.36°

I

9

160.593

51.00

74.36

210

L

12

236.025

95.83

17.40

49

<10" 4

I

13

239.009

96.00

16.99

54

<10" 5

I

6

211.811

90.67

27.65

73

I

11

232.889

88.00

30.22

103

I

6

30.939

70.00

59.94

149

I

8

290.831

62.38

57.82

142

L

12

71.003

94.33

20.46

74

<10" 4

L

12

93.629

95.50

18.24

62

<10~4

L

11

357.076

90.82

25.07

94

<10"3

95°

Rayleigh
Test Value
<10" 4
—

—

<10" 3

TABLE 9 —
Primary
Sedimentary
Structure

(Continued)

Sample
Vector
Vector
Size Resultant Magnitude
fo

L

12

I

7

55.116°
321.555

Standard Azimuthal Rayleigh
Deviation
Range
Test Value

97.50

13.37°

64.14

63.48

154°

Test ripple samples

41°
185

<10" 4

TABLE 10
PALLOCURRENT TRENDS

Property
Number

Number of
Measurements

1

134

2

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude

298.843°

97.00

8

182.962

90.50

4

3

278.105

73.67

5

49

247.194

51.81

7

12

254.200

93.08

9

36

269.705

87.30

11

5

210.790

59.60

12

35

230.213

79.91

13

12

270.144

98.50

15

47

262.729

60.78

16

110

324.283

51.50

17

69

332.668

51.05

19

24

230.251

80.04

20

12

208.839

92.00

22

4

280.966

89.00

23

17

104.545

53.65

24

99

156.868

70.83

25

35

203.873

95.71

26

24

183.655

97.75

27

49

174.276

92.00

212

TABLE 10 ~

Property
Number

(Continued)

Number of
Measurements

Vector
Resultant

Vector
Magnitude
%

28

53

179.685°

69.77

29

5

174.924

83.60

30

11

190.883

93.46

31

24

191.524

91.75

32

12

171.165

99.08

33

16

132.670

77.31

34

1

155

—

35

1

96

—

36

21

104.638

38.43

37

35

218.091

67.17

39

800

•170.696

74.00

40

170

156.560

84.50

41

133

208.403

89.53

42

6

30.939

70.00

43

8

290.831

62.38

44

24

82.386

93.04

45

31

19.^89

67.09

46

1

154

213

mm mm

APPENDIX C
INFORMTION ON SAND AND GRAVEL PITS NOT DESCRIBED IN TEXT
CO
CO
CO

u
-o
p

0)

U
Q)

a
o
u
o
u
<D
c
&

o 6

OH

c
o
•H

•H
eC
CO

CO
CO
0)

c5*
o.
E-<

o
£

o
o*

Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington

as

Bell
Gates
Psutka

Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Woolwich
Woolwich

IS
3S
4S
2
1

Nikelski
Aberle
Reist
Scheerer
Sittler

Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich

. .
..
~
.. .

Ouarrie
Willard
Howse
. . . .

McMorris
Kelly
. . . .

•H
•C
E-< 4>
•H
T3 CO
<D O

2S
3S
2S
3S

£>

43
O

^

15
11
10
10

5
4
3

5

3

5

3
3

T5
<D

Q)^
rH •

X)
JO s
o
cu 03c U0) ±>
<D—^
C
k fcCC^ 0>

o £ co e

4^ O 03 <D
05 O ^ O

CD

<DQ
CO
£><H
O O

~

. • — • » *

rO G3
a> T3

p> a ,
(H

•H
CO

a;

rH

^c""*
•

CC

-P

CO

o

•H 1
T3

1

1

c o— ^ o
M

2

.-. .
. . .
. . .
. . .

£;Q

CH

o
a
•H

CO
<D
•H

o05
fe

u
o
ice-contact?
outwa sh
outwash
outwash
outwash

17
23
20
13
11

A?
A I L
C H L 0
A G LM
A

outwash?
ice-contact
ice-contact
ice-contact
ice-contact

22
14
21
13
17

C I
A C I L
A L
A
AGIJLMO

outwash
outwa sh
ice-contact
ice-contact
ice-contact

4
4

4
3

129
129
126
74
74

4
4

. . .
. . .

G
G
GC

i » . .

20
23

. . .

f

C? IKL
I
C?

hi
•H

.
.
.
.
.

1.5

* single paleocurrent measurement

3S <D
^

•H £
X 03
05 *H

p«
>>
E-

17

IS
16

5
5

U

B cp

EH

P,

CO
0)

A or
A H
A or
C I?
C? I

.
.
.
.
.

10

.
.
.
.
.

OH

o
a>
a

4)

U

L

described in text

43

cCD
fc
u
3

o
o
<D
rH
OJ
P-,

299°
183
..

27S
247
. .
2 5 4

*

310*
269
—

211
229.
270*
263 f

APPENDIX C -

CO
CO

u
o

u
©
Xi

4->
CU

£
3

<a
a
o
u
o
u
<D

>>
-P

U

0>

a
o
u
fX,

C

a

16
17
IB
19
20

E. C o f f e r
Carloiv-Dietrich
Martin
E. H o f f e r
Brubacher

21
22
23
24
25

R.
L.
D.
S.
E.

26
27
2£
29
30

E.
R.
A.
L.
0.

CO

u

CO o

-P
•H

a
i<
Hu CO
^ •

U

25

(Continued)

o £
•H*—"

^

a
o

a

-P -P

n d CO

•H
CO
CO
0)

•H

x(0
c*

o

E-«

o

a
o

os

_-.
_---

Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich
Woolwich

B.F.

Martin
Habermehl
Martin
Bowman
Grove

Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington

IN
2N
4N
A
5N

Martin
Seiling
Wilson
Brubacher
Bauman

Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Pilkington
Woolwich

6N
6N
6N
6N
—

a) o
> a

$H <D

-P

o
>-i

, Q 05
r O ^

<D 1

d<-3*—

-o
U ~<D
O 03 +5
PTI C
03 £ <D
O 03 6

(DP

• H fctO <D

co
X>«H

Td £ 0
C O 1
M O O

o o

GC
G

a>

.*—>.
•

H S
X> o
r Q ^

a>
cu <uD
SP

3 2S
•H

X 03
03 *H

s o

5
5
4
5
4
S
5
3
5

——

—.

G

13

. „

22
27

15

9
4
7
$

10

9

10
10

59

3

* single paleocurrent measurement

....

— •.

G

23

—

33
17

—_

£-<

CO

a>
•H
o
03

fc

9

69

--

_.-.

>»

A o r C?
A? I L
A o r C? I L

2

5
5

<D
CX

A C D I K L
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